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ABSTRACT
Control of Light-matter Interaction in 2D Semiconductors
by
Zheng Sun
Adviser: Prof. Vinod Menon
In this thesis we discuss the control of light matter interaction in low dimensional nanostruc-
ture cavity light confining structures. These structures have controllable dispersion proper-
ties through design which can be exploited to modify the interaction of light and matter.
We will discuss two different types of light confining microcavities: a dielectric cavity and a
metal cavity. The specific design of the cavity gives rise to the confinement of the electric
field in the center where the nano-materials are placed. In this work, the main material
was on the new class of two- dimensional semiconductors of transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs). Due to the large binding energy and strong oscillator strength, in TMDs the strong
coupling could be observed at room temperature. Specifically the valley polarization as an
extra degree of freedom of the polaritons was demonstrated in the thesis. The realization
of valley polaritons in two-dimensional semiconductor microcavities presents the first step
towards engineering valley-polaritonic devices.
iv
In the later of the thesis, we will also discuss the enhancement of the spontaneous emis-
sion of quantum emitters at optical frequencies by utilizing artificially designed photonic
hypercrystal (PHC) and hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM). Here the large photon density of
states (PDOS) in the hyperbolic media was exploited.The ability to significantly enhance
the spontaneous emission rate and control the directionality give rise to the possibility of
realizing the practical applications such as ultrafast light emitting diodes, sub-wavelength
lasers and high resolution imaging.
v
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor microcavities has fascinated researchers for decades due to the wide assay
of fundamental phenomena makes polartions of application such as vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers (VCSELS). The formation of half-light half-matter quasiparticles under strong
coupling results in properties unique from those of the constituent components. Fingerprints
of both light and matter are imprinted on the new quasiparticles called polaritons. The pio-
neering work using GaAs based Fabry-Pérot (FP) microcavities for demonstrating polaritons
formation and the associated dynamic behavior of the polaritons has done by Weisbuch and
his colleagues[5]. The choice of GaAs system partially due to the well developed growth
techniques giving rise to high quality samples, and thus brought us a significant physical
understanding of excitonic polariton physics.
On the one hand, owing to the small binding energy of excitons and weak oscillator
strength in the semiconductors, most of the studys of experiment polaritons were carried out
at cryogenic temperature. Examples include Bose-Einstein condensation, polariton lasing,
parametric oscillations, and superfluidity,[6, 3, 7, 8, 9] hindering the realization of practical
devices incorporating the polaritons. Hence, the attention shifted to the materials with larger
binding energy and stronger oscillator strength. Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is one of those materials
which is a promising candidate for investigating polariton physics and for developing UV
“polariton laser”[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which processes novel physical properties when
they are thinned down to the monolayer limit have large binding energy and oscillator
strength, TMDs also opens the possibility of exploiting the intriguing spin-valley physics of
the bare semiconductor combined with the light mass of the photonic component for possible
quantum technologies[1, 2, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Owing to the broken inversion symmetry and
strong spin-orbit coupling[20], the valley degree of freedom becomes a new degree freedom
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which remained largely unexplored until the advent of these materials. The valley degree is
highly attractive in this context since it provides an optically accessible route for the control
and manipulation of electron spin[21, 22, 23, 24]. The observation of room-temperature
strongly coupled light-matter quasiparticles[25] that are valley-polarized due to the coupling
of photons with specific helicity to excitons that occupy quantum mechanically distinct
valleys in momentum space presents the first step towards engineering valley-polaritonic
devices.
In this thesis, we study the modification of light-matter interaction by using disper-
sion engineered structures such as microcavity, hyperbolic metamaterial and hyper crystal.
Chapter 2 of the thesis introduces the novel physical properties of two-dimensional layered
TMDs. Chapter 3 describes the basic physics of optical microcavity and excitons. This is
followed by introducing polariton physics. Chapter 4 is about the realizing the strong cou-
pling of dielectic mirrors with the materials with large binding energy and strong oscillation
strength such as ZnO and TMDs semiconductors at room temperature. Chapter 5 we discuss
about the valley polariton polarization in the strong coupling regime. The inheritance of
the polarization and depolarization is addressed and discussed by introducing valley relax-
ation rate equations based on Maialle-Silva-Sham mechanism. Chapters 6 we talk about the
modification of light-matter interaction by using dispersion engineered nanostructures such
as hyper-crystal and hyperbolic metamaterial. Placing the TMDs in the near field of the
hyper-crystal resulted in enhanced the quantum yield. In Chapter 7, We report the use of
epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterial to control spontaneous emission from ZnO excitons.
The preferential emission from the ZnO into the metamaterial with suppression of forward
emission is observed. Finally, in Chapter 8, we discuss the future work on 2D TMDs and on
electrical control and lasing.
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CHAPTER 2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL (2D) TRANSITION
METAL DICHALCOGENIDES (TMDS)
The outstanding physical and electronic properties are uncovered when a bulk crystal of
macroscopic dimensions is decreased to two-dimensional (2D) limit. The most famous mate-
rial under this new class of 2D is graphene which has extraordinary properties such as high
surface area, high Youngs modulus, excellent thermal and electrical conductivity[26, 27].
Konstantin Novoselov and Andre Geim shared the 2010 Nobel Prize of rediscovering, iso-
lating and characterizing the graphene. Following the discovery of graphene, a wide array
of other two dimensional materials emerged recently from insulator (hBN), semiconductor
(TMDs) and even superconductor (NbSe). The 2D TMDs have especially relevant from
the optoelectronic standpoint due to their bandgap (1-2eV), large exciton binding energy
(0.3-0.5 eV) and large oscillator strength.[17, 28].
2.1 THE 2D MATERIAL BEYOND GRAPHENE
A single layer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) of the type MX2 consists of one-layer
metal (M) sandwiched between two chalcogen atoms (X) (Figure 1), with a typical atomic
thickness of 7Å. TMDs possess a big family with more than 40 members for the combination
of transition metals (Mo, W, Nb, Re, Ni, V, etc.) and chalcogen atoms (S, Se, and Te),
covering wide range of electronic and optical phenomenon[17, 18]. Here in the thesis, the
MX2 typically including WS2, MoS2, WSe2 and MoSe2 are studied. The TMDs have received
much attention due to their semiconductor behavior and sizable energy band gaps, covering
the spectral range from the visible to the near infrared, thus large exciton binding energy
and oscillator strength.
Figure 1 shows the structure of MX2, each layer has the typical thickness around 6 ∼ 7Å.
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Figure 1: Periodic table with highlighted transition metal (blue) and chalcogen (yellow)
elements that form layered MX2 materials and the schematic structure of MX2.
The intra-layer M-X bonds are covalent, and the interlayer is connected by the weak van
der Waals force. Hence they can be readily cleaved off the crystal. As we know, in the bulk
crystal, or more precisely, for an even number of atomically thin layers, such structure has
inversion symmetry center, however, in the single layer crystal (odd number of layers), the
inversion symmetry is broken and result in the bandgap transition from indirect bandgap to
direct bandgap. The maximum valence band and minimum conduction band coincide at K
(K+ and K−) points of 2D hexagonal Brillouin zone, thus highly increasing the probability
of inter-band transition and extremely enhancing the photoluminescence intensity (Figure
2) almost 104 times that of bulk[1, 2]. The nonlinear optical phenomenon such as second
harmonic generation (SHG) is another consequence of the inversion symmetry breaking[29].
4
Figure 2: (a) Schematic of band gap transition of MoS2 from bulk to single layer from left to
right. The red and blue lines are the minimum conduction band and the maximum valence
band respectively[1]. (b) The red line and the green line is the PL spectra of exfoliated single
layer and bi-layer MoS2 respectively[2]. Inset: the ratio of quantum yield enhanced around
104 when the layers decrease from 6 to 1 layer.
TMDs A(eV) A(nm) B(eV) B(nm)
WS2 2.01 614 2.28 544
MoS2 1.87 660 1.96 632
WSe2 1.68 738 2 619
MoSe2 1.5 825 1.75 708
Table 1: Recombination energies for A excitons and B excitons of WS2, MoS2, WSe2 and
MoSe2.
The broken inversion symmetry and strong spin orbital coupling (SOC) bring extra quan-
tum number (valleys) into 2D system opening a field for exploiting new class of devices called
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valleytronic devices. (Figure 3). Especially, the ability to confine carriers in the valleys makes
the valleytronics device possible. The valley polarization was addressed and demonstrated
by several groups[30, 31, 32, 33, 34], the inter-band transitions happen in the vicinity of
the K+ and K− points couple to right/left circular polarized light and the emission light
maintains the polarization of the excitation. Valley polarization provides a convenient way

















Figure 3: Schematic of the band structure of the first Brillouin zone of monolayer layer
MoS2. The valley- dependent selection rule: the right (left) handed circular polarization
light σ+(σ−)can only couple to the K+ (K−) points because of the momentum conservation
and time reversal symmetry based on the inversion symmetry breaking.






Where the I(σ+) and I(σ−) are the PL intensity of right and left circular polarized emis-
sion. For the perfect circular polarized light, ρ = 1 or −1. The first report of the valley
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associated polarization resolved photoluminescence spectra of monolayer MoS2 was carried
out by Zeng’s group[21]. Near-resonance excitation and low temperature were the critical
conditions for realizing valley polarization. Figure 3 shows the valley dependent selection
is valid near K+ (K−) points in momentum space. Valley polarization can be affected
through phonon scattering and inter valley scattering. Hence increase in temperature and

































Figure 4: Circular polarization resolved photoluminescence spectra under circular polarized
excitation with HeNe laser at 1.96eV and 10K.
In 2013, Xiaodong Xu’s group first demonstrated the possibility of control the orienta-
tion of the luminescence by linearly polarized optical excitation. They reported the valley
coherence is generated and detected in the monolayer WSe2[35]. Since the linear polarized
light can be written as the superposition of the right and left circular polarization, and hence
the linear polarized incident light can excite both valleys on K+ and K−. The generated
two circular polarized emission maintain the photonic coherence and recombine to form the
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linear polarized light with orientation coinciding with that of the linearly polarized excitation





















Figure 5: (a) Schematic of the mechanism of valley coherence (b) Normalized neutral exciton
peak intensity, which is as the function of the collection angle for given excitation polarization
(labeled as the green arrow).
In this thesis, we explore the possibility of using strongly coupled exciton-polaritons with
valley specificity as a path towards practical valleytronic devices.
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CHAPTER 3 SEMICONDUCTOR MICROCAVITY
POLARITONS
Microcavity(MC) polaritons are the half-light half-matter quasi-particles result from the
strong interaction between the cavity photons and the excitons. The requirement of the
formation of the MC polaritons is that the interaction rate between the excitons and the
cavity photons be faster than their respective destruction rate, the spectroscopic signature
for this is the presence of normal modes called lower and upper polariton branch. The
MC polariton in the lower branch have emerged as an attractive candidate for investigating
Bose-Einstein like condensation (BEC) and physical phase transition[36, 37]. There is an
experimental advantage of the polariton BEC over the conventional BEC (either atomic or
superfluid 4He). The effective mass of the polaritons at k‖ = 0 is four orders of magnitude
smaller than a bare exciton mass, and thus the critical temperature for realizing the polariton
BEC is four orders of magnitude larger than the conventional BEC. In other word, if both
systems are at the same temperature, the critical density of the polariton system for reaching
the BEC is four orders of magnitude less than that of the conventional BEC.
The experimental direct accessibility to the quantum statistical properties of the BEC
of the polariton system is another unique feature. This is because the main decay channel
of polaritons is the photon leakage from a cavity. The energy and in-plane momentum are
conserved between an annihilated polariton and a created photon. So the nature of the po-
lariton condensation can be easily accessed by using various quantum optical measurements
on the photons that leak out of the systems.
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3.1 QUANTUM WELL EXCITONS AND MICROCAVITY
3.1.1 TYPES OF EXCITONS
Wannier-mott excitons typically found in inorganic semiconductors are named after Gregory
Wannier and Nevill Francis Mott. In organic material, the excitons are called Frenkel exciton
which are characterized by large oscillator strength and are localized at the same molecu-
lar site. The Wannier excitons have lower effective masses and higher dielectric screened
Coulomb force compared to the Frenkel excitons, resulting in the smaller binding energy in
the range of 10 − 100meV and the larger Bohr radius on the scale of 10 − 100Å. Figure 6
shows the schematic of the two types of excitons.
Figure 6: (a) and (b) Schematics of the Wannier-Mott excitons and Frenkel excitons.
We can define the creation operator at a serier momentum of a conduction band electron
as a†k and a valence-band hole as b
†










me and mh are the mass of electron and hole respectively, φn(k) is wave function of the
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relative motion for the electron and the hole, n is the quantum number of the relative motion,
and K is the center of mass momentum of exciton. The exciton commutation relations can
be written as:
[eK′,n′ , eK,n] = 0
[e†
K′,n′
, e†K,n] = 0 (3)
[e†
K′,n′
, e†K,n] = δKK′δnn′ −O(nexca
3
B)
3.1.2 EXCITON OPTICAL TRANSITION
Excitons can be seen as the bosons when the inter particle space is far larger than its
Bohr radius. Exciton oscillator strength f is conventionally used to describe the interaction








Here |uv〉 and |uc〉 is the wave function of the electron and the hole, ω is the light angular




)−1 is the effective mass, V is the quantization volume and V
πa3B
is
the enhancement of the interaction of bound exciton over the unbound hole and electron.
3.1.3 TRAPPED EXCITON
Semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) are thin layer structure with the thickness comparable
to the Bohr radius, which are conventionally embedded between two barrier layers and the
motion of the charge carrier is confined in the z direction perpendicular to the surface of the
QWs. The confinement modifies the band structure, oscillator strength and the selection
rules. Moreover, the optical transition in QWs should satisfy the momentum conservation
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in the plane direction, which means the coupled exciton and the light field has the same
in-plane wave number k‖.
3.1.4 DILECTRIC MICROCAVITY
Figure 7: Schematic of the dielectric microcavity
Figure 7 is schematic of a microcavity with excitons embedded between the top distribution
Brag Reflectors (tDBRs) and bottom DBRs (bDBRs). DBR is made of high and low re-
fractive index materials alternatively with a typical optical layer thickness of λc/4n for each
layer. Where the n is the refractive index of the layer. Due to the destructive interference at
each interface, transmission stopband is formed. Hence, the DBR is like the high reflectivity
mirror when the wavelength of the incident light lies within the stopband. If the two-high
reflection DBRs are attached together with integer times of λc/2n optical thickness as the











φis the round trip phase shift in the MC, and the R1 andR2 are the reflectance of the top









which is directly related to the amount of time the photon spends in the cavity. Here ∆λc
is the linewidth of the cavity mode.


































Figure 8: (a) Reflectance of an empty λc/2n microcavity which is grown by SiO2 and Si3N4
alternatively, with 5.5 periods bottom DBRs(bDBRs) and 4.5 periods top DBRs(tDBRs).
(b) The distribution of the electric field |EZ |2 confined in the microcavity.
The incident light field is confined in the z direction not in the x − y plane. Hence the
light with incident angle θ relative to the normal axis has the resonance at λc/ cos θ. So, the
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If the semiconductor QWs are embedded in the microcavity and exactly set at the antinodes
of the resonant field, the excitons could be strongly interacting with the cavity photons and if
the interaction rate between exciton and the cavity photon is much faster than their average
dissipation rate, the excitation system includes both parts and forms the new quasiparticles
named polaritions. Figure 9 is the schematic of the MC structure and the dispersion of the
polariton branches.
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Figure 9: (a) Schematic of the light-matter interaction in Microcavity[3]. (b) Schematic of
the dispersion of the polariton.
The Hamiltonian of the interaction system can be written as:




















Here â†k‖ , b̂
†
k‖
are the photon creation operator and exciton creation respectively with an
in plane wave number k‖ and longitudinal wave number kc which is discrete and can be
determined by the cavity resonance. g0 is the interaction strength of exciton and photon.
The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:
L̂k‖ = X̂k‖ b̂k‖ + Ĉk‖ âk‖
Ûk‖ = −Ĉk‖ b̂k‖ + X̂k‖ âk‖
(12)
Where (L̂†k‖ , L̂k‖) and (Û
†
k‖
, Ûk‖) are the creation and annihilation operators for the lower
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polariton branch (LPB) and upper polariton branch (UPB). And the polariton can be seen
as the bosons because the photon and the exciton themselves are bosons The Hamiltonian










ELP and EUP are corresponds to the LPB and UPB eigenstate energy. Hence the polaritons
are the linear superposition of cavity photons and excitons with the same in plane wave
numberk‖ , and the Hopfield coefficients could be used to describe the fractions. And they
satisfy



















Here the ∆E(k‖) = Eexc(k‖)− Ecav(k‖, kc).

































Figure 10: Dispersion property of UPB and LPB, respectively. Anti-crossing happens when
the energy of the photon goes through that of exciton with the Rabi splitting.
The dispersion of the MC polariton system is shown in the figure 10. The anti-crossing
can be enhanced when the energy of the cavity photon energy is tuned across the exciton
energy. And the exciton and the photon would become indistinguishable when it satisfies the
| Eexc −Ecav | g0. The normal- mode Rabi splitting is defined as EUP −ELP = 2g0 at the
crossing point. Detuning is defined as the energy difference between the cavity photon energy






 2g0 is satisfied, the dispersion of the polariton is reformed and has the similar
form as the equation (9):






















Since mexc  mcav, the mass of LP at k‖ = 0 is extreme small about 10−4mexc, which means
realizing the condensation at high temperature could be possible. While at the large k‖, the
UP and LP coverage to the cavity photon and the exciton respectively. Typically, the mass
of the LP increases more or less 104, and this should be considered in the energy relaxation
of polaritons. In figure 11, dispersion of polariton with three different detunings and the
corresponding Hopfield coefficients were simulated.
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Figure 11: Dispersion of polariton with different detuning and the corresponding Hopfield
coefficients. (a)∆0 > 0, (b)∆0 = 0, (c)∆0 = 0.
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Above the discussions are considering the ideal cavity-exciton system with infinite life-




{Eexc +Ecav + i(γcav + γexc)±
√
4g20 + [Eexc − Ecav + i(γcav − γexc)]2} (19)
Here γexc is the non-radiative decay rate, and γcav is the out-coupling rate of cavity photon
because of the imperfect quality of the microcavity. According to the above, the coupling
strength must be lager than half of difference of decay rates to realize the strong coupling
(g0  |γcav−γexc|2 ), which means the excitation should travel around between exciton and
cavity photon at least once. On the other hand, if (g0 <
|γcav−γexc|
2
), cavity photon energy
will tune across the exciton energy and the anti-crossing doesnt happen. This regime is called
weak coupling. The decay rate of LP and UP can also be described by Hopfield coefficients
as:
γLP =| C |2 γcav+ | X |2 γexc
γUP =| X |2 γcav+ | C |2 γexc (20)
In the semiconductor system, typically the 1
γcav
is in the range of 1 − 10ps, while the 1
γexc
is around 1ns. So, the lifetime of the LP is mainly determined by the decay rate of cavity
photon. Polariton decays and out couples into the photon which brings with the same k‖ and
the same total energy of LP/UP . Hence the out-coupling photon carries all the information
of the original polariton state. make the internal polariton can be detected one by one at
different collection angles externally.
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CHAPTER 4 LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION
This chapter is based on work we published in Nature Photonics[38]:
Strong light-matter coupling in two-dimensional atomic crystals
Xiaoze Liu, Tal Galfsky, Zheng Sun, Fengnian Xia, Erh-chen Lin, Yi-Hsien Lee, Stéphane
Kéna-Cohen and Vinod M. Menon
In this chapter, we experimentally realized the strong coupling of light matter interaction of
ZnO and transition metal dichalchogenides(TMDs) based microcavity.
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4.1 THE INTRODUCTION OF ZNO BASED MICROCAVITY
Semiconductor microcavities has fascinated researchers for decade due to the precisely con-
trollable light-matter interaction. The pioneering work using GaAs based Fabry-Perot (FP)
micro-cavities for demonstrating polaritons formation and the associated dynamic behavior
of the polaritons has done by Weisbuch and his colleagues[5]. The choice of GaAs system
was due to the developed growth techniques giving rise to ultraclean surface. However,
owing to the small binding energy of excitons and weak oscillator strength most of the
observation of MC polaritons was carried out at cryogenic temperature like Bose-Einstein
condensation, polariton lasing, parametric oscillations, and superfluidity[6, 3, 7, 8, 9, 39],
hindering the realizing the practical cavity. Hence, the attention shifted to materials with
larger binding energy and stronger oscillator strength[40, 41], Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is one of
those materials with bandgap 3.26eV and large exciton binding energy 60meV , which makes
it the promising candidate for investigating polariton physics and for developing UV polari-
ton laser[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 42] at room temperature. Indeed, a FP type resonance has
been reported of exciton polaritons in ZnO with large Rabi splitting of 120meV in 2006.
However, currently, the crystalline ZnO is prepared in quite expensive ways such as molec-
ular beam epitaxy (MBE), metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) or pulsed
laser deposition (PLD). Here, we introduce an alternate low cost approach: solution prepa-
ration by using ZnO nanoparticles dispersed in the ethanol, which has the advantages as
follows: ease of fabrication, low cost, large area fabrication and mechanical flexibility. Here
we demonstrate the interaction of the cavity photon with exciton in a dielectric microcavity
embedded with colloidal ZnO nanoparticles[43, 44].
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4.1.1 SYNTHESIS ZNO MICROCAVITY
Colloidal ZnO nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol with the size of the nanoparticles in the
average range of 35± 10nm and 40% weight concentration (10% volume concentration) was
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The dispersion was diluted to 0.7% volume concentration
first, spin-coated at 12000rpm for 1mintue, and then baked at 300◦C for half an hour to
evaporate the residue of organic solvent. The spin-coated nanoparticles resulted in a thin
film with optical smooth surface as determined by the scanning electron microscope image
(inset Figure 12). The thickness of the film was obtained in the range of 105± 5nm by step-
profiler and the optical index of the ZnO film was determined using ellipsometry (Figure
12(a)). The smaller value of the optical index obtained for the quasi-thin film compared to


















Figure 12: (a) Optical index of nanoparticle ZnO overlaid with the photoluminescence inten-
sity of ZnO nanoparticles. The inset shows the SEM image of spin-coated ZnO nanoparticle
film; (b) Schematic of the microcavity structure with 4.5 periods tDBR and 5.5 periods
bDBR.
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4.1.2 ZnO BASED CAVITY POLARITON DISPERSION SIMULATION
The dielectric index of ZnO nanoparticles are extracted from Figure 12(a) and applied to the
transfer matrix method with a specific thickness of the spin-coated ZnO 105nm to simulate
the microcavity reflectivity spectra. Two pronounced modes are clearly observed which
corresponding to the upper and lower polariton states. The simulation was run through
±40◦ and the result is shown in Figure 13. From the simulation, an explicit splitting was
observed and determined as the Rabi splitting which happens at the position of 30◦ .



























Figure 13: (a) Simulation of the normal incident reflectivity spectra of ZnO microcavity (b)
Contour plot of the dispersion of MC through−40◦ to 40◦. Both simulations have the struc-
ture with 105nm thickness spin-coated ZnO nanoparticles embedded between 4.5 periods
tDBRs and 5.5 periods bDBRs.
4.1.3 ANGLE RESOLVED REFLECTIVITY AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Angle resolved reflectivity was carried out by elliposometry. The angle went from 10◦ to 80◦
with 5◦ as the step. The two light blue lines trace the distinct dips which are determined
as the lower polariton states and the band edge. The dark blue line goes along the exciton
energy of ZnO. However, the UPB is invisible here. The reason is because of the competition
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of occupancy of the upper polariton states and the charge states of the conduction band. It
is apparently the high energy polaritons are inclined to decay to the charge states.
The angle resolved photoluminescence spectra were also carried out using home built
setup with the resolution of 1◦. The collection angle went from 20◦ to 50◦ with 2◦ as the
step. The prominent emission peak starts from 20◦ blue shifts with the increasing collection
angle and gradually vanishes below the exciton energy. The polaritons undergo very fast
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Figure 14: Angle resolved spectrum for TM. (a) Angle resolved reflectivity spectra goes from
10◦ to 80◦ with 5◦ as the step. The blue dash line is the energy of exA. And the blue curve
lines trace along the dips. (b) Angle resolved photoluminescence spectra of the microcavity
goes from 20◦ to 50◦. The red dash line represents the exA energy and the blue curves trace
the upper and lower polariton modes.
4.1.4 STRONG COUPLING REGIME OF ZNO BASED MICROCAVITY
The k-space photoluminescence mapping of ZnO nanoparticles based microcavity covering
the angle range of ±40◦ (Figure 15) for TM polarization is showing the dispersion of the
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LPB and band edge. The LPB is faded away and becomes flat at 30◦ and can not be
observed at larger angle. Both modes are fitted with a parabolic model y = ax2 , and the
parameter represents the curve. The ratio of the curve was calculated by using the equation:
R = curve(LPB)
curve(edge)
, and the number of the ratio is 0.5, is much smaller than that of the weak
coupling (0.8). The result convinces us our cavity system has reached the strong coupling
regime.






























Figure 15: (a) Simulation of empty microcavity with the same structure of the ZnO based
microcavity. (b) K-space photoluminescence mapping of ZnO based microcavity. Equation:
y = ax2 was used to fit the modes.
4.2 INTRODUCTION OF TRANSITION METAL DICHALCO-
GENIDES(TMDS) BASED MICROCAVITY
In the past decade, monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have emerged as a
class of two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors having exceptional electronic, mechanical, op-
tical and thermal properties because of the renormalizing of the band-gap in the monolayer
limit[1, 2]. In the context of optoelectronics, the lightmatter interaction demonstrated by
such materials has made them highly attractive for practical device applications. So, consid-
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erable attention shifted towards the layered transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)[38].
Molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) has been used to demonstrate a wide array of optoelec-
tronic devices, including two-dimensional light emitters[45], transistors[46], valleytronics[21,
23, 22, 47] and photodetectors[48]. The novel excitonic properties of two-dimensional MoS2
that make it very interesting for both fundamental studies and applications include the
enhanced direct-bandgap photoluminescence of the monolayer, the small effective exciton
Bohr radius ∼ 1nm and associated large exciton binding energy (0.3 ∼ 0.5eV ), provid-
ing the opportunity to realize excitonic devices that operate at room temperature, and
the two-dimensional nature of the dipole orientation, making the excitonic emission highly
anisotropic. The interaction of a dipole with light can be modified by altering the surround-
ing dielectric environment. For example, the directionality control of the dipole emission
and the highly enhanced spontaneous emission rate can be modified via tailoring the pho-
ton density of states by embedding the dipole in an optical cavity. These effects have been
demonstrated in monolayer TMDs (MoS2 and WSe2) coupled to photonic crystal cavities.
However, here the interaction rate between the dipole and the cavity photon is slower than
their average dissipation rates thus is defined to be in the weak coupling regime[49, 50]. In the
context of polariton, organic and indirect bandgap material have been explored, however the
organic system exhibits large disorder and the wide-bandgap semiconductors are restricted
to short wavelengths and sophisticated growth techniques on lattice-matched substrates is
indispensable[51, 52].
The observation of strongly coupled two-dimensional atomic crystal MoS2 with a mostly
disorder free dielectric microcavity was first reported by Xiaoze Liu.et.al[38]. Two-dimensional
TMDs MoS2 provides an ideal platform to realize polaritonic phenomena at room tempera-
ture with substrate independent system using relatively inexpensive growth techniques.
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Figure 16: Structure and optical properties of the CVD-grown MoS2 microcavity. (a) Chem-
ical structure of the MoS2 monolayer and the empty microcavity with 7.5 periods tDBR and
8.5 periods bDBR. (b) SEM image of the MoS2 monolayer as grown on a SiO2/Si substrate.
Scale bar 40µm. Dark areas are the active MoS2 monolayers. (c) Reflectivity spectra for a
passive location corresponding to an area without MoS2 monolayer (black line) and for an
active location with MoS2 monolayer (red line). The vertical green dashed line represents
the MoS2 exciton (exA) energy.
4.2.1 FABRICATION OF TMDS BASED MICROCAVITY
The dielectric microcavity consists of alternatively growing SiO2/Si3N4 as the distributed
brag mirrors(DBR) with a monolayer of MoS2, sandwiched between two SiO2 layers to form
the cavity layer. The cavity was grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) (Figure 16) on glass substrate using a combination of nitrous oxide, silane and
ammonia as the reactive gases, with a substrate temperature of 350◦C. The chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) grown MoS2 was synthesized at 650
◦C by ambient pressure chemical va-
por deposition (APCVD) using perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetra-potassium salt
(PTAS) as the seed on a SiO2/Si substrate. Sulpur and molybdenum oxide (MoO3) were
used as precursors for the synthesis. (Figure 16) The CVD grown MoS2 is a thermodynam-
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ically robust form with a trigonal prismatic (2H-MoS2) structure, where each Mo atom is
pragmatically coordinated by six surrounding S atoms. A large area of MoS2 layers were
resolved by low magnification scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in figure 16. The CVD
MoS2 exhibits a crystalline structure and can be transferred by an aqueous transfer process
to the half microcavity. The MoS2 monolayer was immersed in deionized water and scooped
it up by using the target substrate which is the spacer layer of SiO2 above the bottom
DBR[53]. Then it was gently heated at 50◦C to form the active cavity layer. The top spacer
layer of SiO2 and top DBR was grown afterwards.
4.2.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTICAL QUALITY
First of all, reflectivity and steady-state photoluminescence measurements were carried out
on CVD MoS2 samples and the results are presented in figure 17. The differential reflectivity
(∆R/R) clearly shows two prominent absorption peaks at 1.857eV and 2eV , identified as A
and B excitons[54]. The black and red lines are the photoluminescence spectrum of before
and after transferring of MoS2 showing only one dominant emission peak resulting from the

































Figure 17: Differential reflectivity spectra (blue line) from the CVD-grown monolayer MoS2
is overlaid with the PL spectra from the CVD- grown (black line) and the transferred grown
monolayer MoS2 (red). From the differential reflectivity spectra, exA and exB can be re-
solved, are 1.857eV and 2eV respectively. The FWHM of exA is 50meV .
The normal incident reflectivity spectra were carried out by using HL- 2000- FHSA
white light source and collected by Ocean optics HR2000 in active (with monolayer MoS2)
and passive (without MoS2) areas respectively as shown in figure 17. In the passive location,
a cavity photon mode in resonance with exA is observed around 1.85eV within the stopband
(1.6 − 2.2eV ) and FWHM of the cavity photon mode is 19meV . When the white light
beam moves to the active area, the cavity mode splits into two dips sitting at both sides
of exA, which are 1.824eV and 1.86eV , which indicates that it is possible to reach to the
strong coupling regime. To confirm the formation of polariton states in the active spot of
the microcavity, angle resolved reflectivity and angle resolved PL were performed.
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4.2.3 LORENTIAN OSCILLATOR MODEL
The dielectric function of monolayer MoS2 is modelled by a Lorentzian oscillator:
ε(ω) = εb +
f
ω20 − ω2 − iΓexω
(21)
Where the exA energy is 1.857 determined from the differential reflectivity spectra in Fig.16,
h̄Γex is the decay rate of the exciton transition, εb is the background dielectric function, and
f is the oscillator strength. εb and f are adjustable parameters. Based on the assumptions,
the predicted absorption coefficient α (at 1.857eV ) is 106cm−1, the imaginary part κ of
optical index is proportional to the α, thusκ can be deduced from α, then by using the
Kramers- Kronig relations to find the real part of refractive index of monolayer and applied
to the transfer matrix method with a typical thickness of single atomic layer 0.75nm to
simulate the MC reflectivity spectra. Two pronounced modes are clearly observed which
correspond to the upper and lower polariton states at exactly the same energy position as
the measurement shows in figure 18. However, the modes are not as sharp and deep as the
simulation shows here because during the transfer much strains and defects were brought
into the cavity layer. The imperfect growth can also degrade the smooth interface resulting
in broadening of the observed spectral features. From the simulation, we can see the Rabi
splitting happens around 20◦.
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Figure 18: Simulation of the normal incident reflectivity spectra (b) Contour plot of the
dispersion of MC through −40◦ to 40◦. Both simulations have the structure with monolayer
MoS2 embedded between 7.5 periods top DBR and 8.5 periods bottom DBR.
Angle-resolved reflectivity was also simulated, for which the transfer matrix method
(TMM) was employed and a Lorentz oscillator was used to simulate the absorption of exA
based on experimental data. It shows the Rabi splitting in the reflectivity data for the specific
detunings (−40meV ), conclusively demonstrating the formation of excitonpolaritons in this
system.
4.2.4 ANGLE RESOLVED REFLECTIVITY AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Results of angle resolved reflectivity measurements for TM/TE polarization went through
7.5◦ to 30◦ with 2.5◦ as the step at room temperature are shown in figure 19. When the angle
is smaller than 22.5◦, two pronounced modes identified as upper and lower polariton states
are observed, blue-shift together with increasing angle and approaching to exA. At large
angles (> 22.5◦), the LPB slowly vanishes and only the UPB is visible. The two branches
were traced in solid blue lines, showing a clear anti-crossing feature at 22.5◦ (Figure 18)
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exactly corresponding to the results of the simulation.
The dispersion extracted from the reflectivity minima was fit by a coupled oscillator model
(solid black lines) with a detuning of −32.5meV and a Rabi splitting of h̄Ω = 40 ± 3meV .
According to the differential reflectivity and normal reflectivity spectra, the FWHM for the
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Figure 19: Angle resolved spectrum for TM/TE. (a), (b) Angle resolved reflectivity spectra
for TM/TE polarization goes through 7.5◦ to 30◦ with 2.5◦ as the step. The red dash line is
the energy of exA. And the blue curve lines trace along the dips.
Angle-resolved photoluminescence for TE/TM measurements were carried out to inves-
tigate the modification of emission from the coupled hybrid states. The dispersion from
photoluminescence shown in figure 20 resembles that to the reflectivity mapping. The two
prominent peaks are corresponding to the LPB and UPB, highly and is found to be in good
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agreement with simulations with a Rabi splitting of 40± 3meV , which is identical to that
observed in the reflectivity dispersion. In contrast to conventional polaritonic systems where
the LPB emission is stronger, here we observe the UPB dominates the whole spectra. This is
in contrast to monolayer MoS2, where the photoluminescence intensity is at a maximum at
the normal collection angle. The weak LPB emission is attributed to the fast-two-dimensional
exciton depopulation rate, which inhibits efficient scattering into LPB states. Indeed, both
the strong UPB emission and its angular dependence can be reproduced by accounting only





























Figure 20: (a), (b) Angle resolved photoluminescence spectra for TE/TM of the microcavity
goes through 0◦ to 30◦, the red dash line represents the exA energy and the blue curves trace
the upper and lower polariton modes.
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4.2.5 STRONG COUPLING REGIME
The Rabi splitting was determined by the calculated dispersion, h̄Ω = 40meV . With the




V 2 − 1/4(h̄Γex − h̄Γcavity)2 (22)
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32.5meV∆ = −
Figure 21: Calculated dispersion was extracted from angle resolved reflectivity spectra and
was overlaid by curve black solid lines; the calculated Rabi splitting was 40meV .
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Inserting the number h̄Γex = 50meV , h̄Γcavity = 19meV and h̄Ω = 40meV into the above
expression yields, we have V = 40meV , which satisfies the strong coupling requirement
V 2  ( h̄Γex−h̄Γcavity
2
)2 and further demonstrates the system lies in the strong coupling regime.
Based on the coupled oscillator model, for small angles (< 20◦), the LPB is more photon-like
and the UPB is more exciton-like, and vice versa for large angles (> 20◦), indicating the
exciton-photon mixed composition of the LPB and UPB modes in the MoS2 microcavity
structure. The coupling of the exB and cavity mode was not observed in the spectra due
to the large negative detuning with respect to the exB energy and results in the coupling
at large angle which is beyond the detection ability of our system. Cryogenic measurements
were carried out on the transferred MoS2 based MC samples and it did not possess the same
relation with temperature as that of the as-grown MoS2 samples. It is possibly due to stress
at the interface caused by the difference in the thermal coefficients between as-grown MoS2
and transferred MoS2. These results suggest that most scattering mechanisms remain slow
compared to the radiative decay rates of both the bare excitons and the polariton states.
In summary, we have demonstrated, for the first time, strong coupling between two-
dimensional excitons and cavity photons in a monolayer MoS2-based microcavity with a
Rabi splitting of h̄ΩRabi = 40± 3meV . Additionally, the possibility of controlling the valley
polarization of the polaritons is another interesting feature offered by such two-dimensional
excitonic system and will be further discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 OPTICAL CONTROL OF VALLEY POLARITONS
This chapter is based on work we published in Nature Photonics[55]:
Optical Control of Room Temperature Valley Polaritons
Zheng Sun, Gu Jie, Areg Ghazaryan, Zav Shota, Christopher R. Considine, Michael Dollar,
Pouyan Ghaemi Stéphane Kéna-Cohen and Vinod M. Menon
In this chapter, we experimentally observed the valley polarization of polaritons can be
manipulated by controlling the detuning of the microcavity.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION OF VALLEY POLARITON POLARIZA-
TION
The formation of half-light half-matter quasiparticles under strong coupling results in proper-
ties unique from those of the constituent components. Fingerprints of both light and matter
are imprinted on the new quasiparticles called polaritons. In the context of two-dimensional
materials, this opens up the possibility of exploiting the intriguing spin-valley physics of the
bare semiconductor combined with the light mass of the photonic component for possible
quantum technologies. Specifically, the valley degree of freedom which remained largely
unexplored until the advent of these materials is highly attractive in this context since it
provides an optically accessible route for the control and manipulation of electron spin. Here
we report the observation of room-temperature strongly coupled light-matter quasiparticles
that are valley-polarized due to the coupling of photons with specific helicity to excitons that
occupy quantum mechanically distinct valleys in momentum space. The realization of valley
polaritons in two-dimensional semiconductor microcavities presents the first step towards
engineering valley-polaritonic devices.
Electronic charge and spin degrees of freedom (DOF) have been widely exploited for
numerous device applications as well as for exploring new condensed matter phenomena.
A largely unexplored DOF is the valley degree which relates to the quantum mechanically
distinct valleys (minimas) in momentum space that the electron occupies. The idea of
exploiting the valley DOF or valley pseudospins has been investigated since the late 1970s,
where it was explored in the context of intervalley coupling in two-dimensional electron
gases[56, 57]. The possibility to manipulate the valley degree also more popularly known
as valleytronics was more recently studied in variety of material systems[58, 59, 59]. While
valley-associated phenomena were observed in these systems, the control of valley pseudospin
akin to the spin of electrons remained mostly elusive due to the lack of an inherent material
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property that allowed for the selective addressing of distinct valleys through external control.
The advent of two-dimensional (2D) materials with a honeycomb lattice and inequivalent
valleys at the +K and −K points of the Brillouin zone has provided a new method for
external control[30]. Specifically, the 2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) owing to
their broken inversion symmetry gives rise to valley-dependent optical selection rules[20, 26,
47], where the handedness of light (right or left circularly polarized excitation) addresses
a specific K valley and hence the emission follows the helicity of the excitation as shown
schematically in the inset of figure 22[23, 22, 35, 21]. The ongoing quest is to understand how
to control this valley DOF, thereby enabling potential application in valleytronic devices[60,
19].
Another unique property of 2D TMDs is their large exciton binding energy (0.3 −
0.5eV ), which allows for stable room temperature excitons. For example, strong cou-
pling of excitons and photons and the resulting formation of exciton-polaritons has been
demonstrated in variety of cavity systems both at room temperature as well as at low
temperature[38, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. In these demonstrations, strong coupling was demon-
strated via the anticrossing observed in angle resolved reflectivity and photoluminescence
(PL). Still the unique properties of 2D TMD excitons have yet to be exploited in the con-
text of exciton-polaritons. A recent demonstration of coupling of Fermi polarons to cavity
photons in 2D TMD was a first step in this context[62]. Here we report the observation
of valley polarized polaritons formed by the strong coupling of valley excitons with cavity
photons at room temperature. These polaritons can be externally addressed via the helicity
of the excitation signal and the polariton emission follows the handedness of the excitation.
Helicity has previously been used to selectively address spinor polaritons, which result
from a coupling of the exciton spin to the photon helicity, and give rise to important effects[66,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. In contrast, valley-polarized polaritons originate from quantum
mechanically distinct valleys separated in momentum space. These are robust, given that
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intervalley scattering is necessary for a spin flip and have the important advantage that
transverse electric fields can be used to break inversion symmetry and control the valley
degree of, freedom in contrast to conventional spinor polaritons[73].
A schematic of the valley-polariton phenomena explored in this work is shown in figure
22. The valley polarized exciton-polaritons are pumped with a specific handedness in reso-
nance with the exciton reservoir (Pump 1) and the emission is collected for small in-plane
wavevectors, k‖, and resolved as a function of polarization. A second experiment was car-
ried out with the excitation pump in resonance with the lower polariton branch (Pump 2)
thus directly exciting polaritons with a well-defined energy and momentum. An important

















Figure 22: Schematic of the valley polariton phenomena: The solid (orange) curves indicate
the lower polariton branch (LPB) and the upper polariton branch (UPB). The bare cavity
and the exciton dispersion is shown by the dashed (blue) lines. Pump 1 is used to directly
excite the exciton reservoir while Pump 2 excites the lower polariton branch at specific k‖ and
ω. The emission is collected at smaller angles. The inset (top) shows the valley polarization
phenomena in 2D TMDs due to the broken inversion symmetry. The inset (bottom) shows
the schematic of the microcavity structure with silver mirrors and SiO2 cavity layer embedded
with 2D WS2.
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5.1.1 THE DESIGN OF THE CAVITY
Figure 23: Schematic of an empty metal cavity. It consists of 50nm thickness bottom silver,
each SiO2 spacer is 80nm, the thickness of the top silver can be controlled to manipulated
the detuning. 2nm seed Germanium was deposited first before growing silver.
The microcavity structure used in this chapter is shown schematically in the figure 23. The
structure consists of silver mirrors with silicon dioxide cavity layer embedded with the 2D
tungsten disulphide (WS2) layer. The WS2 based microcavity was designed with help of
transfer matrix. The refractive index of the silver can be extracted from online database,
the optical index of SiO2 was set as 1.45. The parameters for thickness of the top silver
mirror went from 10nm to 70nm. The typical thickness of the monolayer WS2 was 0.75nm,
the optical index can be determined by Lorentz oscillator model and the exA energy is set
at 2.01eV (614nm)[74]. Then the transfer matrix method was employed, and the reflectivity
spectra results were plotted in the figure 24. According to the simulation, the cavity mode
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is around 630nm when the top silver thickness is 30nm. The cavity modes either blue or
red shift with increasing or decreasing the thickness. In the chapter, the thickness of the
top silver was selected for 20nm, 30nm and 40nm mainly due to the exciton energy of the
capped monolayer WS2.





































Figure 24: (a), (b) Simulation of the normal incident reflectivity spectra for empty metal
cavity. The thickness of the top silver went from 10nm to 70nm with 50nm bottom silver
mirror and two 80nm thickness SiO2 layers.
5.1.2 THE FABRICATION AND THE CHARACTERIZATION OF WS2-BASED
MICROCAVITY
The metal mirror microcavity consists of a monolayer of WS2 embedded between SiO2 layers
and silver mirrors. The 50nm thick bottom silver mirror was grown via electron beam
evaporation on a Si substrate, upon which 80nm SiO2 is grown by plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD), 2nm Ge was grown beneath the silver as the wetting layer.
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Following this, monolayer of WS2 was previously exfoliated from bulk crystal and deposited
onto polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) films is transferred onto the SiO2 layer. Optical contrast
microscopy and Raman measurements are carried out on the exfoliated films to identify the
monolayer regions. Raman measurements (Figure 25) showed the typical in-plane and out
of plane modes are at E12g = 357cm
−1 and A1g = 419cm
−1, respectively for the monolayer
region. We also carried out PL measurements to identify the exciton A and charged exciton
(trion) emission as shown in figure 25. Following this we deposited the top 80nm SiO2 layer
via PECVD and completed the microcavity with the top silver mirror. The thickness of the



















































































Figure 25: (a) shows the optical microscope image of the exfoliated WS2. (b) Raman
spectrum of exfoliated WS2 showing the expected spectral signatures for monolayer samples.
Photoluminescence spectrum (red - solid) and absorption (blue - dashed) for the (c) uncapped
WS2 and (d) SiO2 capped WS2. Upon capping with SiO2 via plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition, the main emission peak shifts to the charged exciton state (trion) due to
dielectric environment change from the near field of the WS2.
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5.2 COULOMB ENGINEERING OF THE ELECTRONIC BANDGAP
OF MONOLAYER WS2
5.2.1 THICKNESS OF THE CAPPED SiO2 DEPENDENT REFLECTIVITY
AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
In preparing the sample, we discovered a simple approach for modifying the electronic
bandgap and the exciton binding energies of the atomically thin material by changing of
the dielectric environment[75]. A reduction in the bandgap and binding energy are observed
upon capping the monolayer WS2 with the top SiO2 cavity layer via plasma enhanced chem-
ical vapor deposition (PECVD), the main emission peak red shifts from 2.02eV to 1.98eV .
The gradual red shift in the absorption and PL peak as a function of SiO2 cap thickness is




































Figure 26: Thickness of capped SiO2 dependent absorption and photoluminescence. The
main peak in (a) absorption spectra and (b) emission spectra red shifts gradually with
increasing the dielectric thickness due to change in dielectric environment and strain.
Although the exciton are strongly confined in plane in WS2, the electric field of the elec-
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trons and the holes permeates both the material and the local environment. We attribute the
redshift to the deposition of SiO2 modifying screening and hence gives rise to the reduction
of the Coulomb interaction.
5.2.2 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF WS2
Since the peak position red shifts from 2.02eV to 1.98eV after capping SiO2 on top of WS2,
the energy shifts to the position of the trions’ by coincidently. To distinguish the shift
results from the dielectric environment not changing the ration of the excitons and trions,
controlled measurements of temperature dependent photoluminescence spectra were carried






































Capped with 80nm SiO
2
Figure 27: (a),(b) are temperature dependent photoluminescence spectrum of bare WS2 and
WS2 capping with 80nm thickness SiO2 respectively.
Two peaks are observed at room temperature in figure 27(a) are 2.02eV and 1.98eV
corresponding to excitons and trions, the emission of trions dominates the whole spectrum
along with the modifying of the temperature from 300K to 77K (vacuum). The emission
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blueshifts with decreasing temperature. While in the capped sample, there is only one peak
observed in the whole spectra. An abnormal peak redshift was observed at the critical
temperature 100K. This is because of the ”single peak” is the contribution of the excitons
and trions, in which the excitons emission dominates the whole spectra at 300K since the
energy is 1.98eV the same magnitude as we reported in above section. The peak blueshifts
with decreasing the temperature until the temperature was cooled down to 100K. After
then, the emission from trions exceed that of the excitons.
5.3 STRONG COUPLING OF DETUNED CAVITIES
Three different microcavities with different detunings (∆ = ωphoton − ωexciton at k = 0) and
thus different exciton/photon content are investigated here. The different cavity detunings
are obtained by using different top silver mirror thickness as discussed in the above. Results
of angle resolved reflectivity and photoluminescence (PL) observed from these cavities are
shown in figure 28. The angle has a one-to-one correspondence with in-plane momentum,
(k‖) through k‖ =
ω
c
sin θ. The dashed lines indicate the bare cavity and exciton dispersions
while the green and blue solid lines correspond to the upper and lower polariton branches,
respectively. The fits to the polariton modes were obtained using a coupled oscillator model.
The cavities with detunings. The cavities with detunings of ∆ = −105meV , −60meV and
+16meV show anti-crossing with Rabi splitting of 100meV , 80meV and 70meV , respectively.
The angle resolved PL measurements on the negatively detuned cavities show the typical
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Figure 28: Dispersion of microcavity: Left panel shows the angle resolved reflectivity while
the right panel shows the angle resolved photoluminescence. Microcavities with different
detuning are shown. ∆ = −105meV (a),(b); −60meV (c),(d); +16meV (e),(f).
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5.4 VALLEY POLARIZATION OF POLARITON
5.4.1 POLARIZATION RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF PUMP 1
To establish the valley properties of the polaritons, we carried out two types of resonant pump
experiments. In the first set of experiments the circularly polarized excitation pump was
tuned to be in resonance with the exciton A energy of WS2 (1.98eV ) at room temperature.
Right and left circularly polarized excitation pump was obtained using the combination of
an achromatic quarter wave plate (QWP) and a linear polarizer (LP) in front of the tunable
laser (Toptica TVIS). On the collection side, a similar QWP and LP combination is used to
resolve the helicity of the lower polariton branch emission. A long pass filter was used on the
emission side to filter out the excitation signal. Both helicities (right: σ+ and left: σ−) were
resolved and the spectrum was recorded using a Princeton Instruments monochromator with
Pixis 1024B EMCCD camera. The typical circular polarization resolved spectrum obtained
from the −60meV detuned sample is shown in figure 29 for both helicities. Optical helicity
defined as ρ = (I(σ+) + I(σ−))/(I(σ+) − I(σ−)) gives peak helicity of 27% ± 2% and
−27% ± 2% for the right- and left- handed circularly polarized light, respectively as seen
from figure 28. Similar results for the +16meV and −105meV detuned cavities are shown
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Figure 29: Helicity of polariton emission. Helicity resolved lower polariton branch emission
spectrum integrated over all angles for excitation with (a),(c),(e) and (b),(d),(f) σ+ excita-
tion at 1.98eV corresponding to the charged exciton (trion) energy. (a) and (b) correspond
to the −105meV detuned cavity, (c) and (d) correspond to the −60meV detuned cavity
while (e) and (f) correspond to the 16meV detuned cavity. Black and red curves correspond
to σ− and σ+ emission. The helicity of the pump is shown in the respective graphs. The
peak helicitys for the −105meV , −60meV and +16meV are 24%, 27% and 20%.
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5.4.2 ANGLE RESOLVED HELICITY MEASUREMENTS
One of the key differences between bare excitons and exciton polaritons is the strong disper-
sion of the latter arising from its photonic component. To understand the implication of this
on valley polarization property of the emission, we carried out angle resolved helicity mea-
surements by recording the circularly polarized emission spectrum in k-space. The helicity
as a function of angle for the three different detunings are shown in figure 30. Firstly, the
helicity increases as the angle increases for the positive detuned (∆ = 16meV ). Secondly, the
negative detuned cavities (∆ = −60meV and ∆ = −105meV ) show almost no dependence
on angle. This contrasting behavior can be attributed to the competing effect of polariza-
tion splitting of the photon mode in the cavity with the short lifetime of the polariton states
and their excitonic content as a function of angle[71]. At all angles, the positive detuned
cavity shows larger helicity than the negatively detuned cavity due to the larger excitonic
component. While at k = 0, this difference is harder to observe due to the error bars, the
trend is clearly observed as we move to slightly larger k‖ values. This observation is further
corroborated with our theoretical model discussed below. These results demonstrate the role
of the quantum mechanically distinct valley origin of the excitons involved in the polariton
formation. Additionally, this also presents an opportunity to selectively address the valley
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Figure 30: Angle resolved helicity for the three different detuning samples σ+/σ− excitation.
where the slightly positive detuned cavity (∆ = 16meV ) shows increasing helicity as a
function of angle while the most negative detuned cavity (∆ = −105meV ) shows a slight
decrease in helicity as the angle increases.
5.4.3 POLARIZATION RESOLVED HELCITY AND ANGLE RESOLVED HE-
LICITY MEASUREMENTS OF PUMP 2
The second resonant pump experiment carried out was with the excitation pump laser in
resonance with the lower polariton branch as shown by the pump 2 arrow in figure 22.
Here the pump energy (1.95eV ) is below the exciton A energy (1.98eV ) and we are directly
exciting the lower polariton branch for the −60meV detuned cavity. Using a similar set up
as discussed above in combination with a 650nm (1.907eV ) long pass filter we carried out
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the helicity resolved valley polarization experiments. Once again we see that the polariton
emission (±20◦) shows valley specific polarized emission with peak helicity of ∼ 14% (Figure
31). Similar results were obtained in experiments carried out for the +16meV (helicity
∼ 16%) and −105meV (helicity ∼ 12%) detuned cavities as shown in figure 32. Shown in
figure 31(c) and figure 31(d) is the angle resolved helicity of the polariton emission. It is
clearly seen that the polaritons maintain the valley-associated helicity even at k = 0. This
demonstration unambiguously shows that the valley-polarized polaritons can be directly
addressed via their photonic component and that the distinct valley origin of the exciton
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Figure 31: Helicity of polariton emission under resonant pump. Helicity resolved polariton
emission spectrum for the case where the pump is in resonance with the lower polariton
branch (1.95eV ) with (a) σ− and (b) σ+ polarization. Helicity of 14 ± 2% is observed.
Angle resolved helicity at small angles (small k‖) for the two different excitation polarizations.
While no clear trend in angle dependence is observed for the small angles, clearly the system
shows helicity (> 12%) even at k = 0.
The angle resolved helicity of the polariton emission is shown in figure 31. It is clearly seen
that the polaritons maintain the valley associated helicity even at k = 0. This demonstration
unambiguously shows that the valley polarized polaritons can be directly addressed via their
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photonic component and that the distinct valley origin of the exciton component is imprinted
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Figure 32: Helicity resolved photoluminescence integrated over all angles for resonant polari-
ton excitation. (a) +16meV detuned cavity and (c) −105meV detuned cavity. Black and
red curves correspond to σ− and σ+ emission. The pump was chosen to be in resonance with
the lower polariton branch (1.95eV ) and the helicity of the pump is shown in the respective
graphs. The peak helicity for the +16meV is 16% and that for the −105meV is ∼ 12%.
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5.5 THEORY FOR THE VALLEY POLARITON HELICITY
To better understand the valley polaritons and their depolarization mechanism, the relax-
ation kinetics were modeled using a set of rate equations. Exciton valley relaxation based on
the Maialle-Silva-Sham mechanism arises due to the electron-hole exchange interaction[76].
In the absence of exchange interaction, TMDs exciton states are doubly degenerate due to
the valley degree of freedom. It was shown that exchange interaction results in coupling
of the exciton center of mass motion to its valley degree of freedom[77, 78, 79] resulting in
lifting of the double degeneracy and a splitting in the exciton levels at larger k contribut-
ing to exciton valley polarization relaxation. In the context of the microcavity polaritons
in TMDs, the photonic component is also linked to the valley index[47]. As a result, the
splitting of the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) components in the
cavity will also lead to relaxation of valley polarization of polaritons. For metallic cavities
this splitting is considerably larger than the exciton level spacing[71]. By defining 2 × 2
density matrix for each momentum k and time t as ρk(t) =
1
2
Nk(t) + Sk(t) · σ, we can
write the time evolution of the valley pseudospin Sk(t) using the Liouville von Neumann
equation[71, 68, 80]. The total amplitude of the in-plane pseudomagnetic field in the valley
space is given by Ωeff (k) = |Xk|2Ωex(k) + |Ck|2Ωph(k), where Xk and Ck are the exciton and
photon Hopfield coefficients. Ωex(k), Ωph(k) are the amplitudes of appropriate splitting for
excitons and cavity photon. Thus both the exciton and photon TE-TM splitting contributes
to the valley polarization relaxation with the photonic component playing the bigger role in
the context polaritons in metal cavities.
In the first set of experiments where the pump is resonant with the charged exciton
(trion), we consider that the pump solely populates the exciton reservoir. Excitons are then
scattered into the polaritonic branch. We only consider the dynamics in lower polaritonic
branch. For the reservoir a similar density matrix ρR(t) can be defined and by taking the
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reservoir to be thermalized, the phenomenological forward and backward scattering rates











where τ0 is the forward scattering time for the exciton, EX and EP are the energy of the
excitonic reservoir which is resonant with the pump frequency and polariton energies respec-
tively. The detailed form of the equations determining the dynamics of the population Nk(t)
and Sk(t) is presented in supplementary information.
Rate Equation Model: As discussed above we define density matrices for polariton ρk(t)
and for exciton reservoir and solve Liouville von Neumann equation for the system. In order
to incorporate polariton-acoustic phonon scattering we adopt Born-Markov approximation
and also make use of the cylindrical symmetry of the problem to simplify the calculation. In
the linear regime, when polariton density is small and stimulated scattering can be ignored


































k′k − W̃kk′SZk k′)− Ωeff (k)SZk (28)











τX , τph being exciton and cavity photon lifetimes respectively. For the numerical simulations,
we use the values τX = 5ps and τph = 0.7ps. τsk is the pseudospin lifetime, which is defined




s and τs is the lifetime of additional valley relaxation mechanisms not










Where τ sX and τ
ph
X are the exciton and cavity photon decoherence times respectively. We
find the best fit with the experimental results when we take τ sX = 5ps and τ
ph
X = 0.5ps.
Combined with the magnitude of pseudomagnetic field values for exciton and photon this
shows that polariton decoherence is mostly due to the photonic component, while excitonic
part is immune to the decoherence. This can be explained based on the fact that there are
dark excitonic states observed for WS2, which are lower in energy than the bright state and
acts as a reservoir with higher coherence lifetime. We consider impurity and structure dis-
order scattering to be elastic and circularly symmetric and treat it with a phenomenological
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|U(k − k′)|(0, 1 + nphonk−k′)δ(Ep(k
′)− Ep(k)∓ h̄ωk−k′) (33)
where it is assumed that Ep(k
′) > Ep(k). n
phon
q is the Bose-Einstein distribution for phonons
and h̄ωq is the phonon energy. In the equation (33) 0 and correspond to phonon absorption,
whereas 1 and + to emission and U(k − k’) is the matrix element of polariton-phonon
interaction.
The equations of dynamics of the population and pseudospin for reservoir have the form
dNR
dt

























where P defines the pump and we took exciton lifetime and decoherence time to be the same
as for the excitonic part of the polariton branch. Based on the experimental results we took
the exciton forward scattering time τ0 = 0.2ps, so there is fast population of the polariton
branch after excitation with the pump.
We numerically solved the rate equations to find the angle dependence of PL spectra and
the helicity (|Ck|2Nk and 2|Sk|2Nk) in the steady-state regime. The results are presented in
figure 33 where three cases of detuning are considered (∆ = −60meV , ∆ = −105meV and
∆ = +16meV ). As can be seen both PL spectra and helicity qualitatively reproduce the
results of the experiment presented in figure 28 and figure 29. The bottleneck effect[81] ob-
served in PL is also reproduced and is a consequence of the forward and backward scattering
rates from reservoir to polaritonic branch. For small angles both the forward and backward
scatterings are suppressed due to the larger photonic component of the polariton and also
due to the large separation between polariton and exciton energies especially for negative
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detuning. For large angles the excitonic component of polariton is large, and hence forward
scattering is very efficient. Due to the fact that polariton energies are too close to reservoir
energy, backward scattering is also efficient and these two processes compete and hence pop-
ulation is small for large angles. In the intermediate regime forward scattering dominates the
backward scattering and maximum of PL intensity is observed. As the detuning is changed
from negative to positive values, the photonic component of the polariton decreases and the
maximum of PL intensity shifts to smaller angles.
Combining results from experiment (Figure 30) and numerical simulation (Figure 33(b)),
shows that the helicity of positively detuned cavity (∆ = +16meV ) increases with the
angle, the helicity of positively detuned cavity is always larger than the helicity of negatively
detuned (∆ = −60meV , ∆ = −105meV ) cavities, and the helicity of the negatively detuned
cavities is almost constant for all angles considered, even though we see from simulations
that for large angles ∆ = −105meV detuned cavity has less helicity than the ∆ = −60meV
detuned cavity. Several mechanisms acting in parallel lead to evolution of the helicity with
detuning and emission angle. The pseudomagnetic field increases with the angle and results
in the decrease of helicity. The photonic part of pseudomagnetic field (TE - TM splitting) is
much stronger than the excitonic part and therefore is a more efficient mechanism for valley
polarization relaxation. For larger emission angle, the excitonic component of polaritons
increases and this leads to longer coherence time. This effect competes with the increase of
pseudomagnetic field with angle which leads to decoherence of polaritons. The competition
between these two effects results in the observation of the increase of helicity with the angle
for ∆ = +16meV detuned cavity and almost constant helicity for ∆ = −105meV detuned
cavity. For ∆ = −105meV detuned cavity photonic component of the polariton prevails for
all angles considered and hence we observe slight decrease of helicity with angle. We also
show that helicity is highest for the small detuning sample for all angles considered. This can
be understood as follows: for small detunings, scattering from reservoir to polariton branch
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is more efficient and polaritons spend less time in reservoir compared to large negative
detuning. This in turn minimizes the probability of the valley polarization relaxing due to







































Figure 33: Theoretical simulation of angle dependence of helicity. (a) the dependence of PL
intensity and (b) the helicity as a function of angle which is related to the in-plane momentum
for pump at 1.98eV corresponding to the charged exciton (trion) energy. Simulations show
the angular dependence observed experimentally where the +16meV detuned cavity shows
increase in helicity with angle while the −105meV detuned cavity shows decrease in helicity
with angle.
In summary we have demonstrated valley polarized polaritons at room temperature in a
metal-mirror cavity with peak helicity of ∼ 26%. The valley polaritons are found to have
angle dependent helicity which is attributed to the excitonic component of the polariton
states which increases with angle. Additionally, the short lifetime of the polariton state
plays an important role for the observation of this effect even at room temperature. The
positive detuned cavity shows maximum helicity at k = 0 compared to the negative detuned
cavities. More importantly we observe valley polarization of polariton emission even when
excited in resonance with the lower polariton branch which lies below the exciton reservoir.
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Helicity observed in this case for all three detuning is > 12%. This clearly indicates the
quantum mechanically distinct origin of the excitonic component of the hybrid polariton
state. The observed experimental results are modeled using theoretical calculations and
are found to be in agreement. The observation of valley addressable polaritons at room
temperature presents the first step towards valley-polaritonic devices.
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CHAPTER 6 HYPERBOLIC METAMATERIAL AND
PHOTONIC HYPERCRYSTAL SUBSTRATES WITH 2D
SEMICONDUCTOR ATOMIC CRYSTALS
This chapter is based on work we published in Nano Letters[82]:
BROADBAND ENHANCEMENT OF SPONTANEOUS
EMISSION IN 2D SEMICONDUCTORS USING PHOTONIC
HYPERCRYSTALS
Tal Galfsky, Zheng Sun, Christopher R. Considine, Cheng-Tse Chou, Wei-Chun Ko,
Yi-Hsien Lee, Evgenii E. Narimanov, and Vinod M. Menon
In this chapter, we experimentally demonstrate enhanced spontaneous emission radiation




The low quantum yield observed in two-dimensional semiconductors of transition metal
dichalcogenides has motivated the quest for approaches that can enhance the light emission
from these systems. In this chapter, we demonstrate broadband enhancement of spontaneous
emission and increase in Raman signature from archetype two-dimensional semiconductors:
molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and tungsten disulfide (WS2) by placing the monolayers in the
near field of a photonic hyper-crystal having hyperbolic dispersion. Hyper-crystals are char-
acterized by a large broadband photonic density of states due to hyperbolic dispersion while
having enhanced light in/out coupling by a sub-wavelength photonic crystal lattice. This
dual advantage is exploited here to enhance the light emission from the 2D TMDs and can be
utilized for developing light emitters and solar cells using two-dimensional semiconductors.
6.2 INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are touted as the next big material revolution in electronics
and optoelectronics thanks to their exceptional electrical, optical, mechanical, and thermal
properties. Among the range of 2D materials that have emerged in recent years, transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been pursued for optoelectronic applications because in
the 2D limit (monolayer) these materials possess a direct bandgap[2] and also show novel light
emission properties[1, 21, 23, 35]. However, the low quantum yields of∼ 10−3 at 300K[83] is a
major hindrance in developing practical light emitting devices using these materials. Various
approaches using photonic cavities[49, 84, 85], plasmonic structures[86, 87] as well as chemical
methods[88] have been pursued to enhance the light emission from TMDs. Both photonic
and plasmonic approaches rely on frequency resonances and hence are often bandwidth
limited while the chemical approach is still in its infancy. Here we report on broadband
enhancement of spontaneous emission from two archetypical TMDs, molybdenum-disulfide
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(MoS2) and tungsten-disulfide (WS2) monolayers using photonic hypercrystals (PHC) that
have hyperbolic dispersion.
6.2.1 2D TMDS AND HYPERBOLIC SUBSTRATES
PHCs are a new class of photonic media that combines control of the effective dielectric
environment by a hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) component together with the Bragg
diffraction properties of a photonic crystal component[89]. Previously, enhancement of
spontaneous emission (also known as Purcell enhancement) for quantum emitters such as
dyes, nitrogen vacancy centers, and quantum dots have been shown in the near field of
HMM substrates[90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. This enhancement stems from the presence of unbound
wave-vector states known as high-k modes and hence an increase in the photonic density
of states (PDOS) when the topology of the iso-frequency surface transitions from elliptical
to hyperbolic dispersion[95] (Figure 34). In the monolayer limit, WS2 and MoS2 are di-
rect bandgap semiconductors with an in-plane dipole moment with a large exciton binding
energy (0.3 − 0.5eV )[16]. By placing the monolayer in the near field of a HMM or PHC
(Figure 34), spontaneous emission from the in-plane dipoles can be enhanced by the PDOS
near the hyperbolic substrate. Because of its infinitesimal thickness, the monolayer can be
positioned in very precise distance to the substrate to achieve maximal enhancement effect
of the PDOS, a unique advantage of 2D materials. Figure 34 shows the expected decay rate
enhancement for WS2 and MoS2 obtained from 3D FDTD simulations where the fluorescent
semiconductor emitter is simulated by an in-plane dipole with the materials typical emis-
sion spectrum, placed on a HMM or a PHC. In the figure, the Purcell factor, calculated as
the ratio between the decay rate of the emitter on top of the metamaterials and the decay
rate of the emitter in free-space, is plotted as a function of wavelength. Notice that for the
spectral range between 600 and 700nm the Purcell factor of both HMM and PHC is very
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Figure 34: (a) Schematic of hyperbolic metamaterial composed of Ag and Al2O3 nanolayers
with 2D material on top; the change of iso-frequency contours from the elliptical to the
hyperbolic regime as a function of wavelength is illustrated below. (b) Schematic of photonic
hypercrystal with 2D material. (c) Calculated Purcell factor for HMM (black line) and PHC
(dashed line), below: the emission spectra of MoS2 and WS2. (d) FDTD simulation of the
electromagnetic field emitted by an in-plane dipole on top of a HMM. (e) In-plane dipole on
top a PHC. (f) Optical microscope images of exfoliated MoS2 flake and CVD grown WS2
flake.
similar. This is because the mechanism responsible for decay rate enhancement is the same
in both HMM and PHC, namely, coupling of radiation into plasmonic modes carrying high
momentum (high-k modes). The emission spectra of WS2 and MoS2 are also plotted below
to show the expected enhancement from the two materials.
The main distinction between PHC and HMM is that because Purcell enhancement in
HMM is tied to emission into high-k modes that do not propagate to free space, a part of
dipoles radiation is essentially trapped inside the HMM and eventually dissipates through
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ohmic losses (which is not the case for PHC). The situation is illustrated in figure 33 where the
electric field radiated by a dipole emitter with WS2 center of emission wavelength (618nm)
on top of a HMM is plotted from a side view of the HMM (cross-section). It is easy to discern
that most of the radiation is directed into the HMM (this is due to the metamaterials high
PDOS). Even though the total decay is enhanced by the HMM, approximately 83% of the
emitted power is trapped in high-k modes propagating inside the metamaterial and will
eventually decay as ohmic loss. To solve this problem, we have recently demonstrated the
concept of PHC that combines the hyperbolic dispersion of HMMs with a periodic photonic
crystal that allow the scattering of high-k states into free space[89]. A schematic of the PHC
is shown in figure 34. The PHC is achieved by patterning a periodic lattice of holes in the
HMM extending down through the first couple of periods and the period is optimized through
simulations to out-couple the light trapped in high-k modes. Figure 34 shows a simulation
of the electric field emitted by the same dipole configuration on a PHC where it is seen that
most of the dipole radiation (∼ 76%) is out-coupled in the upwards direction into free-space
and only ∼ 24% of the total radiation is trapped inside the metamaterial. Moreover, the
far-field radiation is highly directional for the PHC with 70% of radiated power falling within
50◦ half-angle cone in comparison to only 40% for HMM. As mentioned previously, for both
structures Purcell enhancement is nearly identical because it stems from the PDOS of the
hyperbolic substrate in the extreme near-field limit where the periodic modulation of the
PHC mostly acts as a weak perturbation, as shown in figure 34.
6.3 SYNTHESIS AND TRANSFER OF MONOLAYERS
We use WS2 flakes grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and MoS2 exfoliated from
bulk crystal (Figure 34). CVD grown WS2 flakes typically form a triangular shape with a
multilayer crystal seed at the center and the monolayer surrounding it[53]. Exfoliated MoS2
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forms irregular shaped flakes consisting of a few layers down to a monolayer. These materials
are transferred from the substrates onto HMM and PHC substrates.
6.3.1 MoS2 SAMPLE FABRICATION
Monolayer MoS2 samples were prepared from a bulk MoS2 crystals purchased from 2D Semi-
conductors. Using the “scotch tape”mechanical exfoliation process, a small crystal of MoS2
was exfoliated onto a square of PDMS multiple times. This process was repeated until the
desired monolayer samples were produced. The PDMS stamps carrying the monolayer MoS2
samples were adhered to a glass slide and prepped for precision transfer atop the PHC and
the HMM/Si interface.
6.3.2 WS2 SAMPLE FABRICATION
High quality WS2 monolayer was synthesized on SiO2/Si substrate at by ambient pressure
chemical vapor deposition. Wo3 (AcrosOrangics, CAS#1314−35−8) and S (SigmaAldrich
CAS#7704−34−9) powders were adopted for the synthesis. Prior to the growth, perylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium salt (PTAS) solution was coated on the sub-
strate surface as seeding promoters to enhance the nucleation and growth. The CVD growth
of monolayer WS2 is carried out in 1in. furnace with a growth time of 5min and a heating
rate of 15◦C/min. After the growth, 200sccm Ar flow was introduced to remove the residual
reactants and the entire system was rapidly cooled down to room temperature by taking the




WS2 and MoS2 flakes were transferred using a transfer station consisting of two XYZ stages;
one stage for the receiving substrate and the other stage for the material to be transferred.
Once the receiving substrate, target area, and the desired 2D material are optically aligned
the two are brought together very slowly until contact is made. After contact the substrate
and stamp are slowly pulled apart until the two are no longer touching. Verification of a
successful transfer is determined optically immediately after the two stages detach.
6.4 FABRICATION OF HMM AND PHC
The HMM substrates are fabricated by electron beam evaporation of alternating layers of
Al2O3 of ∼ 20nm thickness and Ag of ∼ 10nm thickness. For each Ag layer an ultrathin
germanium seed layer (< 2nm) is first deposited which allows the silver to form optically-
smooth, high-quality films[96]. The HMM is capped with a thick Al2O3 layer. The hyperbolic
properties of a similar structure have been shown in the previous chapter[97].
Etching of periodic arrays of holes in the HMM is done by focused ion beam in a two-
stage process. First, a wide circular ring is etched down to the Si substrate to create a clear
area of Si with native oxide around a circular base for the PHC. The part etched down to
the substrate is designated as reference substrate. In the second step, a hexagonal lattice of
holes is etched on the circular base with a lattice constant of 280nm and etched-hole radius of
∼ 100nm. This combination was found to be optimal for light out-coupling from the HMM
substrate. Figure 35 shows one of the hexagonal PHCs on a circular base. Next, a WS2 flake
is transferred onto the substrate in such a way that the side of the triangular flake covers
HMM, PHC, and the etched reference region which allows a comparative measurement of
all three regions with the same flake (see microscope image in figure 35). This eliminates
sample to sample variation in emission intensity.
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Figure 35: Scanning electron microscope image of photonic hypercrystal etched from a HMM.
The circle around the PHC is etched all the way to the Si substrate. The individual Al2O3
and Ag layers of the HMM are also visible in the image.
6.5 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND RAMAN SPECTRA
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were carried out on an inverted microscope. The
inset of figure 36 shows the PL map of the WS2 flake where the emission from the top right
PHC is the brightest. The PL intensity from the PHC is 7 times that of the HMM and 56
times the intensity of WS2 on reference substrate. The PL spectrum is shown in figure 36 on
a logarithmic scale where it is seen that the intensity enhancement spans the full emission
spectrum. With MoS2 flakes we found that the etched ring around the circular base prevents
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the monolayer from adhering to the base. Another method had to be devised to allow for
a comparative measurement. Instead of a ring we etched a large rectangle and used two
flakes for the comparative measurement. One is laid across an HMM/reference interface,
the second is placed over a PHC/HMM (Figure 36). The intensities are normalized with
respect to the HMM part of each flake to allow comparative measurements between all three
substrates. In the inset of figure 36(c) the PL images of the two flakes are shown. We see
that the MoS2 monolayer on HMM is much brighter than on reference substrate and, as
seen for WS2, the PHC provides enhanced out-coupling of light to the far-field. We observe
a ratio of 3 between PHC and HMM and a ratio of 60 between PHC and reference. The
comparative spectrum of the three substrates is shown in figure 36.
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Figure 36: (a) Optical microscope image of WS2 flake over several PHCs. Inset shows PL
map of the flake. The first two PHCs on the top left were etched at a longer exposure
than the PHC on the top right and as a result some of the capping layer was destroyed
and these PHC do not light up. This is the same with the bottom right PHC (only visible
in the PL image). The other three bases on the bottom were not etched with PHCs. (b)
Emission spectrum taken from three spots on the WS2 flake: the center of the PHC, a spot
in the un-patterned HMM area just outside the Si ring and a spot inside the Si ring itself.
(c) Microscope images of MoS2 flake extending over HMM and Si (left) MoS2 monolayer
extending over HMM and PHC (right). Insets show PL maps of the flakes. (d) Emission
spectra of exfoliated MoS2 flake on PHC, HMM and reference substrate.
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The PL measurements are accompanied by measurements of the Raman spectrum on all
substrates where the features of the double peak are in agreement with previously published
data[53] (Figure 37). Because of the large field enhancement caused by the HMM, we expect
the Raman spectrum to be enhanced as well. In figure 37 we show the measured Raman
spectra of MoS2 and WS2. The Raman signal is found to be enhanced by ∼ 2X on the
HMM and ∼ 3X on the PHC. Although the present designs of the HMM and PHC were
not optimized for enhancing the Raman signature, we still observe this modest enhancement



















Figure 37: Raman spectra of (a) MoS2 and (b) WS2 on the three substrates (PHC, HMM,
and reference). The increment ration of the intensity is about ∼ 2X on the HMM and ∼ 3X
on the PHC substrate respectively.
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6.6 WAVELENGTH RESOLVED LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
In addition to the observed intensity increase, an increase in spontaneous emission rate is
expected and hence, a shortening of the lifetime of the quantum emitter placed in the near
field of the HMM or the PHC[95, 98]. Wavelength resolved lifetime measurements of WS2 on
reference substrate and WS2 on PHC substrate were taken with a Hamamatsu streak camera
with temporal resolution ∼ 1ps (Figure 38). The lifetime maps show a strong reduction of
lifetime for HMM/PHC for the entire emission range of WS2 as shown in figure 38. This
broadband lifetime reduction in combination with increased emission intensity for HMM and
PHC shows that radiative decay rate is being enhanced by the metamaterial substrates. The
data from the lifetime maps was used to plot the lifetime dynamics curves for a 10nm band
centered at WS2 emission peak as seen in figure 38. Exciton dynamics in 2D TMDs are
known to have a fast nonradiative lifetime component (of the order of several ps), commonly
attributed to exciton trapping in defects, and a long radiative component (tens of ps to 1ns
range) attributed to radiative exciton recombination[99, 33, 100]. The lifetime of WS2 on
reference substrate (curve 1 in figure 38) is fitted with a multi-exponential function with
an average lifetime, t1 = 56ps, while WS2 on PHC has a considerably shorter lifetime,
t2 = 7ps(curve 2). The ratio between the lifetimes yields a factor of 8 (ΓPHC/ΓSi = 8) that
includes both radiative and nonradiative effects. The magnitude of increase in quantum yield
(QY) and the radiative component can be assessed through a combination of simulations and
experimental results. In order to determine the increase in QY, we first used the simulations
such as the ones presented in figure 38 to determine how much of the power emitted by
WS2 on the three substrates (HMM, PHC, and reference) can be collected by our optical
setup. When we take the ratio between the collected power and the observed intensity
enhancement on each substrate we obtain a lower bound value for the increase in QY (or
radiative enhancement). The values with respect to WS2 on reference substrate are 8.96 for
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HMM and 8.79 for PHC. The radiative enhancement factor for HMM and PHC is expected
to be the same as the PDOS is nearly identical for both, as shown in figure 38.
Figure 38: (a) Wavelength resolved decay kinetics for as-grown WS2 and WS2 on
HMM/PHC. (b) Decay kinetics obtained at 620nm with 10nm linewidth. Trace 1: WS2
on reference substrate; average lifetime, t1 = 56ps. Trace 2: WS2 on HMM/PHC; average
lifetime, t1 = 7ps.
6.7 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The use of a plasmonic device such as a HMM to enhance emission from a TMD may seem
counterintuitive at first as the TE-like emission from the in-plane oriented dipoles in the
monolayer can only weakly couple to the TM modes of the plasmonic structure, however,
for a HMM the weak coupling of in-plane dipole offers certain advantages. Firstly, because
the dipole couples to the HMM, although only weakly, a Purcell factor of 20 (and possibly
higher in the epsilon-near-zero regime that provides strong narrowband enhancement) can
still be obtained with the proper design of the structure. Secondly, the high reflectance of the
HMM in combination with the radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole results in enhanced
directional emission that is reflected upward into free-space in an angle range convenient
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for collection by an air objective with a reasonably high numerical aperture. And lastly,
with the proper PHC design an extraction of radiation trapped in the HMM to free-space
is achievable that serves to further enhance and concentrate the emission in the direction of
collection.
If 2D TMDs are to be considered for practical electro-optics applications and applications
involving spin-valley polarization, the quantum yield of these materials must be improved. In
this chapter, we present a method for enhancing the emission properties from 2D monolayers
by an order of magnitude. Enhancement of the Raman signal by HMM/PHC is also observed
due to the PDOS enhancement and improved scattering by the PHC. The demonstration of
broadband enhancement of spontaneous emission rate in 2D TMDs using HMM and PHC
substrates presents a viable approach for developing practical optoelectronic devices using
the new class of 2D semiconductors.
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CHAPTER 7 PREFERENTIAL EMISSION INTO
EPSILON-NEAR-ZERO AND HYPERBOLIC
METAMATERIALS
This chapter is based on work we published in Optical Materials Express[97]:
Preferential emission into epsilon-near-zero metamaterial [Invited]
Tal Galfsky, Zheng Sun, Zubin Jacob, and Vinod M. Menon
In this chapter, we experimentally demonstrate the problem of radiation trapping inside
epsilon-near-zero and hyperbolic metamaterials due to the enhanced density of states.
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7.1 ABSTRACT
We report the use of epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterial to control spontaneous emission
from Zinc-Oxide (ZnO) excitons. The ENZ material consists of alternating layers of silver
and alumina with subwavelength thicknesses, resulting in an effective medium where one of
the components of the dielectric constant approach zero between 370nm−440nm wavelength
range. Bulk ZnO with photoluminescence maximum in the ENZ regime was deposited via
atomic layer deposition to obtain a smooth film with near field coupling to the ENZ meta-
material. Preferential emission from the ZnO layer into the metamaterial with suppression
of forward emission by 90% in comparison to ZnO on silicon is observed. We attribute this
observation to the presence of dispersion less plasmonic modes in the ENZ regime as shown
by the results of theoretical modeling presented here. Integration of ENZ metamaterials with
light emitters is an attractive platform for realizing a low threshold subwavelength laser.
7.2 INTRODUCTION
Epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterials (MMs) are designed to have one or more compo-
nents of the dielectric permittivity tensor approach zero for a desired wavelength region.
So far ENZ materials have been demonstrated in the micro-wave[101], mid-IR[102, 103],
and optical regimes[104, 105] with applications including super-coupling[106], subwavelength
funneling[107], thermophotovoltaic devices[108], and control of spontaneous emission[103].
ENZ metamaterials in the near-UV to near-IR ranges were realized using metal-dielectric
composites in nano-rod form[109], nano-spheroids[110], and lamellar multilayers[104, 105].
In these structures the zero of the dielectric permittivity can be tuned to a desired range by
controlling the fill-fraction of the metal in the structure[98]. One very attractive aspect of this
type of MMs is that in the ENZ region light-matter interaction is maximized[111, 112, 95].
In this work, we have designed a lamellar MM to have an ENZ response for the emission
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peak of Zinc Oxide (ZnO) and measured the photoluminescence intensity of ZnO grown on
top of the structure. We observed an intensity reduction by a factor of ten, in comparison to
a reference sample of ZnO grown on silicon (Si) substrate, due to preferential emission into
the ENZ MM. This preferential emission is attributed to slow modes governing the photonic
density of states (PDOS) in the near zero regime.
7.3 DESIGN OF EPSILON-NEAR-ZERO METAMATERIAL
We have chosen Ag and Al2O3 as the building blocks for the HMM. When fabricating a HMM
the optical quality of the Ag layers is highly important in order to obtain bulk plasmon-
polariton modes and avoid local scattering. A silver layer with thickness of less than 10nm
tends to form percolated films when deposited on dielectric materials (See figure 39 below).
Figure 39: TEM image of a thick silver film. It is grown on a thick TiO2 layer and has a
thick TiO2 layer on top. Reprinted with permission from[4]
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It has been shown that a seed layer of Ge acts as an efficient wetting layer for Ag and
results in an optically smooth surface with very low roughness. We used a Ge seed layer
(< 2nm) which allows fabrication of ultra-smooth thin silver films without significantly
altering the overall optical properties of the HMM[96, 113]. Figure 40(a) shows an Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) image of the top surface of the unit cell in our structure: 10nm Ag
layer deposited on top of the Ge seed layer on 15nm of Al2O3 with a glass substrate. The
top layer Ag film is found to have surface roughness factor RRMS = 0.1nm with maximum
peak to valley roughness of 0.5nm. For a single Al2O3 layer of similar thickness a surface
roughness factor of RRMS = 0.3nm was measured with maximum peak to valley roughness
of < 2nm. These values were corroborated by Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
images. Figure 40(b) shows a cross-sectional TEM image of the HMM structure showing an
Al2O3 layer sandwiched between two metallic layers. The individual layers are well defined
with minimal variation over distance scales up to 10µm in the direction parallel to the layers.
All layers were deposited by electron-beam evaporation in vacuum pressure < 10−5Torr and
at a deposition rate of 0.3Å/sec.
Figure 40: (a) AFM image of the top surface of a unit cell consisting of Ag/Ge/Al2O3 (top
to bottom) on a glass substrate. (b) TEM image of an Al2O3 layer sandwiched between two
Ag layers. The Ge wetting layer is indistinguishable in the TEM image.
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The entire fabricated ENZ metamaterial is a super-lattice composed of four periods (4P)
of Al2O3/Ge/Ag. Figure 41(a) shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM) micro-
graph of a cross-sectional of the 4P structure displaying the dielectric (D) Al2O3 layers and
the metallic (M) Ag layers (The Ge layer is at the interface between the top part of each
Al2O3 layer and the next Ag layer). The thicknesses as determined from the TEM micro-
graph are from bottom to top;D1=13nm, M1=16nm, D2=23nm, M2=7.6nm, D3=17.8nm,
M3=7.6nm, D4=15nm, M4=7.3nm, D5(spacer)=6.5nm. Terminating the MM with a spacer
layer is crucial to avoid quenching into a lossy surface plasmon polariton mode[114]. The fill
fraction of metal in the structure is 0.36 (not including the spacer layer).
We used Effective medium theory (EMT)[115] to calculate the permittivity components of
the bulk as graphed in figure 41(b). The effective medium calculation uses optical constants
of thin film Ag and Al2O3 that were measured by ellipsometry on samples prepared by
electro-beam deposition. In figure 41(b) we identify four regions based on the relationship
between the real parts of the permittivity in the in-plane direction (ε‖) and the direction
perpendicular to the layers (ε⊥). In region I where ε‖ > 0, ε⊥ < 0 the MM has a type I
hyperbolic dispersion. In region II where both the MM has elliptical dispersion and behaves
like a lossy anisotropic dielectric material. Region III is the ENZ regime where ε‖ ∼ 0, this
region overlaps with the emission peak of ZnO at 380nm (marked by vertical dashed line
in the figure). In region IV ε‖ < 0, ε⊥ > 0 and the MM has a type II hyperbolic dispersion
(continuous hyperboloid,).
In this work we concentrate on the ENZ regime where light-matter interaction is max-
imized. We note that on the graph there are also ENZ transitions for ε⊥ that occur at
325nm and 345nm, however these transitions are sharp so they do not provide a broadband
effect and they suffer from more loss than the transition at 400nm for ε‖. In addition to the
effective medium approximation we also employ an exact calculation of the band structure
of the MM using a dyadic Green function approach[112, 116]. The calculation takes into
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Figure 41: (a) Cross section of 4P structure imaged by transmission electron microscope
(TEM). Ag shows as dark stripes, Al2O3 as bright, bottom most layer is Si substrate, topmost
layer is a protective Pt layer which is deposited as a part of the cross-sectioning process. (b)
Effective permittivity components of the metamaterial. Calculated using optical constants on
thin layer Ag and Al2O3 obtained from ellipsometry. Region I: Type I hyperbolic dispersion,
Region II: Elliptical dispersion, Region III: ENZ regime, Region IV: Type II hyperbolic
dispersion. Dashed line marks the emission peak of ZnO.
7.4 SYNTHESIS OF ZNO LAYERS WITH CLEAN EMISSION
SPECTRUM
ZnO was grown by atomic-layer deposition (ALD) on top of the MM. Diethyl zinc (DEZn)
and deionized water (H2O) were used as the source of Zn and O2, respectively with 0.1s
long precursor pulses and the temperature was kept to 85◦C. ZnO was deposited on top of
the substrate by running a 150 cycles which corresponds to a 15nm layer. Finally, plasma
cleaning was executed for 15minutes to remove oxygen vacancies. The optical quality of
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the film is highly important for achieving strong, clean emission at room temperatures.
To demonstrate this point, figure 42(a) shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of
ZnO grown on a Si substrate by a different method (electron-beam evaporation). This PL
spectrum is dominated by strong emission from surface defects and oxygen vacancies and
the ZnO exciton peak at 380nm is completely surpassed by the defects emission. A scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of the sample (Figure 42(a) inset) shows many surface
defects. In contrast ZnO grown by ALD as described above (shown in figure 42(b)) exhibits
a strong excitonic peak at 380nm with nearly zero emission from defects and an optically
flat surface (see SEM image in inset). An AFM surface map of the ZnO layer is graphed
in figure 42(c) with a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm, showing that the ALD
grown ZnO is free of surface defects and is indeed optically flat.
Figure 42: (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of electron-beam grown ZnO on Si sub-
strate; inset: SEM image of the sample surface. (b) PL spectrum ZnO grown by ALD. Inset:
SEM image of sample surface. (c) Atomic Force Microscope micrograph of the ALD grown
sample with a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm.
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7.5 ZNO EMISSION ON ENZ METAMATERIAL
The samples were pumped by a He-Cd 325nm laser and emission was collected by a pho-
tomultiplier tube (PMT) after passing through a 355nm long pass filter (see schematic in
figure 43(b)) and a monochromator. For this measurement 15nm of ZnO were grown on
top of Si substrate (reference sample), a control sample consisting of one period (1P) of
Al2O3/Ge/Ag, and the 4P MM. The ZnO layer was grown in a single process on all the
substrates. figure 43(a) shows the PL intensity for the three samples measured under the
same excitation conditions. The inset shows a schematic of the different substrates for ZnO.
We measured reduction in the intensity of emission from the 4P MM in comparison to the
1P reference and control samples. The reason for the fabrication of the 1P reference sample
is that in metallic structures the phenomena of quenching is always a concern, therefore a
reference sample is needed in order to eliminate to possibility of reduced emission due to
quenching into a lossy SPP mode. The amount of quenching into a SPP mode in the 1P
and 4P structures is identical since both structures support the same surface mode, how-
ever, since the 4P MM also supports bulk modes in addition to the SPP it is expected that
radiation would be directed into these modes as explained in the next section. The dramatic
change in emission intensity between 1P and 4P is the indicator of this effect. It should also
be noted that the absorption of the pump was ensured to remain the same for all samples.
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Figure 43: (a) PL spectrum of ZnO on 4P, 1P, and bare Si, normalized to the PL intensity
of ZnO on Si. (b) Schematic of experimental setup for measuring the PL signal.
7.6 PHOTONIC DENSITY OF STATES AND ELECTROMAG-
NETIC FIELD SIMULATIONS
To understand for the cause of reduced emission into the far-field from ZnO on top of the 4P
structure we calculated the wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS)
for the ZnO exciton using a dyadic Green function approach[112, 116]. In figure 44(a) we plot
the WLDOS as a function of wavelength and normalized wave-vector, kx/k0. We note that
in the ENZ regime the modes in the MM exhibit nearly flat dispersion. As demonstrated in
photonic crystals, flat dispersion indicates near zero group velocity. Even in a lossy system
the density of states is proportional to the inverse of the group velocity[117] and hence
preferential emission into the metamaterial is expected due to light trapping in slow-light
modes[111, 118].
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Figure 44: (a) Wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS). The areas
where the slope of bright curves begin to flatten are slow modes in the ENZ regime. (b)
Simulations of electric field (arb. units) emitted by a dipole embedded in a ZnO layer on top
of the 4P metamaterial at three wavelength corresponding to three areas of dispersion, Top:
Elliptical (320nm), Middle: ENZ (380nm), Bottom: Hyperbolic (500nm). Inset in middle:
radiation of ZnO on Si substrate.
In addition to the WLDOS calculation, we modeled the exciton emission of ZnO using
Finite Element Method with commercial software COMSOL. In the simulation, an exciton
is modeled as a perfect electric dipole placed in the middle of a dielectric layer set with the
optical constants of ZnO. The layers thickness and optical constants of the individual layers
are taken from the TEM micrograph and from elliposmetry measurements. Figure 44(b)
graphs the electric field emitted in the vicinity of the 4P metamaterial for three different
wavelengths, corresponding to three regimes of dispersion: Top Elliptical (at 320nm), Middle
ENZ (at 380nm), Bottom hyperbolic (at 500nm). Note that in the two latter cases radiation
is enhanced and directed into the metamaterial. For comparison, the inset in middle panel
maps the radiation pattern of ZnO on a Si substrate where it is largely reflected to the
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far-field.
7.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
ZnO has large exciton binding energy (∼ 60meV ) with bright UV-Blue emission at room
temperature and can be grown in a variety of structures including nanorods and nanopar-
ticles. Nanorods can also be used for realizing an ENZ MM in a similar way to what we
have shown. In such a structure, with ZnO embedded as an active component, the enhanced
PDOS and the slow modes could possibly be combined to achieve population inversion at
lower thresholds. The high anisotropy of the effective permittivity of the MM allows good
confinement in one direction and allows directional coupling to a waveguide in the orthogo-
nal direction thus making an ideal on-chip light source. Another very important aspect to
consider in these devices is the subject of ohmic loss. As with every plasmonic structure
even though the field enhancement factor is large there will be unavoidable ohmic losses as
the wave propagates through the material, therefore, the ability to extract the light into a
lossless medium is crucial for practical devices. Out-coupling from the ENZ MM can be
achieved through nano-patterning or phase matching schemes[103, 91, 119].
In summary, preferential emission in an ENZ regime has been shown for ZnO on top
metal-dielectric super-lattice. Preferential emission in ENZ materials can be used for in/out
couplers for ultra-subwavelength waveguides and emission into slow modes shows great




The work carried out in the thesis has been an effort at developing nanomaterials for modi-
fying light-matter interaction. Transition metal dichalcogenides(TMDs) and ZnO embedded
in two different artificial optical materials are addressed: (i) the optical microcavity and (ii)
the hyperbolic metamaterial.
(i) Two different type of the optical microcavities are introduced. (a)The dielectric cavity
consists of a cavity embedded by two DBRs. Due to the large binding energy and ultra-strong
oscillation strength, the large bandgap semiconductor ZnO and the TMDs with thickness
of an atom (MoS2) strong coupling is realized at room temperature. Both angle resolved
reflectivity and photoluminescence show the typical anti-crossing. (b)The metal cavity is
composed of the bottom and top silver mirror with one layer dielectric as the cavity. In the
thesis, we altered the thickness of the top silver to manipulate the detuning of the cavity.
Three different detuned cavities were prepared, the detuning of them are +16meV , −60meV
and −105meV with the thickness of the top silver are 20nm, 30nm and 40nm. The k space
dispersion shows the typical anti-crossing. We further have demonstrated valley polarized
polaritons of the metal based WS2 cavity at room temperature with peak helicity of ∼ 27%.
The valley polaritons are found to have angle dependent helicity which is attributed to the
excitonic component of the polariton states which increases with angle. Additionally, the
short lifetime of the polariton state plays an important role for the observation of this effect
even at room temperature. The positive detuned cavity shows maximum helicity at k = 0
compared to the negative detuned cavities. More importantly we observe valley polarization
of polariton emission even when excited in resonance with the lower polariton branch which
lies below the exciton reservoir. Helicity observed in this case for all three detuning is > 12%.
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This indicates the quantum mechanically distinct origin of the excitonic component of the
hybrid polariton state. The observed experimental results are modeled using theoretical
calculations are found to be in agreement.
(ii) Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) are composed of alternating layers of metal and
dielectric having subwavelength thickness. According to the effective medium approxima-
tion, the dispersion of the material can be well described by the opposite signs of the effective
dielectric constants in mutually orthogonal directions. And hence, the iso-frequency surface
takes the shape of a hyperboloid. In chapter 6, we also developed a new nanostructure
material which is designed based on the idea of HMMs and photonics crystals, we call them
Photonics Hyper-crystals (PHCs). The concept of PHC that combines the hyperbolic disper-
sion of HMMs with a periodic photonic crystal that allow the scattering of high-k states into
free space. The PHC is achieved by patterning a periodic lattice of holes in the HMM extend-
ing down through the first couple of periods and the period is optimized through simulations
to out-couple the light trapped in high-k modes. Moreover, the far-field radiation is highly
directional for the PHC with 70% of radiated power falling within 50◦ half-angle cone in com-
parison to only 40% for HMM. And thus, the PHC is exploited to demonstrate the broadband
enhancement of spontaneous emission and increase in Raman signature from archetype two-
dimensional semiconductors: molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and tungsten disulfide (WS2) by
placing the monolayers in the near field of a photonic hyper-crystal having hyperbolic disper-
sion. Hyper-crystals are characterized by a large broadband photonic density of states due
to hyperbolic dispersion while having enhanced light in/out coupling by a sub-wavelength
photonic crystal lattice. This dual advantage is exploited here to enhance the light emis-
sion from the 2D TMDs. In chapter 6, we also pointed out that, the high-k modes that do
not propagate in the free space is trapped inside of the HMM and eventually it dissipates
through ohmic losses, however, the spontaneous emission from the in-plane dipoles can be
enhanced by the PDOS near the hyperbolic substrate. Because of its infinitesimal thick-
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ness, the monolayer can be positioned in very precise distance to the substrate to achieve
maximal enhancement effect of the PDOS, a unique advantage of 2D materials. And the
enhancement though the Purcell effect make up the loss of the trapping and result in the
enhancement of the spontaneous emission.In chapter 7, we studied the epsilon near zero
(ENZ) metamaterial to control spontaneous emission from Zinc-Oxide (ZnO) excitons. ENZ
is an effective medium where one of the components of the dielectric constant approach zero
between 370nm−440nm wavelength range. Bulk ZnO with photoluminescence maximum in
the ENZ regime was deposited via atomic layer deposition to obtain a smooth film with near
field coupling to the ENZ metamaterial. Preferential emission from the ZnO layer into the
metamaterial with suppression of forward emission by 90% in comparison to ZnO on silicon
is observed. We attribute this observation to the presence of dispersion less plasmonic modes
in the ENZ regime as shown by the results of theoretical modeling presented here.
8.2 OUTLOOK
8.2.1 THE 2D MATERIALS BASED MICROCAVITY LASERS
The polariton lasing is an unconventional lasing as it does not need population inversion
giving rise to the possibility of realizing low threshold lasers. Polariton lasing has been
successfully observed in different mediums such as GaN, ZnO and some organic materials
based cavities but not 2D materials. The key to the lasing action lies in the monolayer nature
of the gain medium, which confines direct-gap excitons within the two mirrors. In chapter
4 and chapter 5, the strong coupling of the 2D material in the cavity has been addressed.
The main problem with achieving lasing is the low quality of the cavity giving rise to the
polariton leakage and hence the density of the polaritons in the cavity do not reach the
threshold for lasing. To realize the lasing, the high-quality mirrors are indispensable. And
the most critical step of making 2D material based high-quality cavities is getting a way to
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embed the 2D material in the mirror without bringing any defects, especially at the interface
of 2D materials and the mirrors. Indeed, this can be accomplished by designing the open
cavity. The advantage with such a system is that the top cavity does not need to attach the
surface of the 2D materials directly and the cavity length can be tuned.
8.2.2 EXTENSION OF THE LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION
The microcavity owing to its exotic electromagnetic properties, have a lot of application,
especially for building up the one-dimensional lasers. In the context of the 2D material,
one factor hindering the exciton coupling with the cavity is the presence of the trion. Trion
as the quasi-particle consist of an exciton and an extra electron or hole. The voltage can
be exploited to modify the density of the trions and gives rise to the manipulation of the
component of the trion in the 2D materials. A simple 2D material based transistor structure
can be developed, and embedded in the cavity providing us with new tuning parameter to




9.1.1 TRANSFER MATRIX FUNCTION FOR CALCULATE THE FRESNEL
COEFFICIENTS OF A MULTILAYERED STRUCTURE
function S = transfer matrix(index,angle,nair,varargin)
% returns transfer matrix for current interface
% inupt arguments: index matrix (containing index of currenr and next layer), angle of
incidence, and index of air
% check is polarization is defined
if nargin > 3
switch lower(varargin{1})
case {′s′,′ te′}
% defines terms used in transfer matrix
qj=sqrt(index(1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);
qk=sqrt(index(2,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);




% defines terms used in transfer matrix
qj=index(1,:)./index(2,:).∗sqrt(index(2,:).ˆ2 - (nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);
qk=index(2,:)./index(1,:).∗sqrt(index(1,:).ˆ2 - (nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);





% if polarization is unknown, display error message
error([′ ′ ′ ′, varargin{1}, ′ ′ ′ ′, ′ is not a valid polarization.′,...′ Valid input arguments are
′′TE′′, ′′S′′, ′′TM′′, and ′′P′′.′])
end
else
% if polarization is undefined, use defualt (TE)
% defines terms used in transfer matrix
qj=sqrt(index(1,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);
qk=sqrt(index(2,:).ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);










% creates propagator matrix
% input argumants: wavelength (lambda) width of layer (width), index of current layer
(index), index of air (nair), angle of incidence (angle)
function P = propagator(lambda,width,index,nair,angle)
% n i∗cos(theta i)
q=sqrt(index.ˆ2-(nair.ˆ2)∗(sin(angle))ˆ2);
% perpendicular component of k
b=2∗pi∗q./lambda;





%Building up the DBRs
function [index, width] = make DBR(npair, wpair, N)
index = npair;
width = wpair;
for i = 1:(ceil(N)-1)
index = [npair; index];






function [n, varargout] = Lorentzian model(lambda, E 0, B, Gamma)
%E 0, B and Gamma have to be in eV units
E = 1240./lambda;
n ex = length(E 0);
eps 0 = 4.2;
terms = zeros(size(lambda));
for j=1:n ex
terms = terms + B(j)./(E 0(j)ˆ2 - E.ˆ2 - i∗Gamma(j)∗E);
end
eps = eps 0 + terms;
eps 1 = real(eps);
eps 2 = imag(eps);
n real = sqrt((sqrt(eps 1.ˆ2+eps 2.ˆ2)+eps 1)/2);
n imag = sqrt((sqrt(eps 1.ˆ2+eps 2.ˆ2)-eps 1)/2);
n = n real + i∗n imag;





%% Calculates the reflectance (R), transmittance (T), and absorbance (A)
%% Input parameters:
% lambda = [1,n] vector of wavelength
% width = [1,m] vector containing the width of each layer
% width(1) = top layer, width(end) = bottom layer
% units must be the same as lambda
% index = [m+1,n] matrix of the refractive indices of each layer
% index(i,j) = index of the ith layer at lambda(j)
% index(m+1,:) = refractive index of the substrate
% angles = [1,k] vector containing angles of incidence in degrees
% varargin = optional parameter for polarization
% valid inputs are ′TE′, ′TM′, ′S′, or ′P′ default value = ′TE′
%
% Uses functions: propagator, and transfer matrix
%%
function [R, T, A] = multi layer(width, index, lambda, angles, varargin)















%%%% start calculations %%%%
% loop for each angle of incidence
for p=1:length(angles)
% convert to radians
angle = angles(p)∗pi/180;
% from air to first layer
S = transfer matrix([nair;index(1,:)],angle,nair,polarization);
% all other layers
for j=1:length(width)
% propagation matrix jth layer
Lj = propagator(lambda,width(j),index(j,:), nair, angle);
% tranfer matrix from layer j to (j+1)
Ijk = transfer matrix([index(j,:);index(j+1,:)], angle, nair, polarization);
% for each lambda
for k=1:length(lambda)
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% calculates R and T
R(p,:)=abs((S(2,1,:)./S(2,2,:))).ˆ2;
% T = (n subs∗cos(theta subs)/(n 1∗cos(theta 1))∗abs(t)ˆ2
T(p,:)=real(reshape(...











%% Set parameters for different data
lambda res = 1000;
i lambda = 550;
f lambda = 750;
nAir = 1;
lambda peak1 = 624;




wSiNx 1 = lambda peak1/(4∗nSiNx);
wSiO2 1 = lambda peak1/(4∗nSiO2);
wSiNx 2 = lambda peak1/(4∗nSiNx);
wSiO2 2 = lambda peak1/(4∗nSiO2);
wSpacer1 = lambda peak1/(4∗nSiO2);
wSpacer2 = lambda peak2/(4∗nSiO2);
wpair1 = [wSiNx 1 wSiO2 1];
wpair2 = [wSiNx 2 wSiO2 2];
wpair flip1 = fliplr(wpair1);
wpair flip2 = fliplr(wpair2);
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%% Start of Code
%Create wavelength vector
lambda = linspace(i lambda, f lambda, lambda res);
nSpacer = nSiO2∗ones(1, lambda res);
nSiO2 = nSiO2∗ones(1, lambda res);
nSiNx = nSiNx∗ones(1, lambda res);
nAir = nAir∗ones(1, lambda res);
npair 1 = [nSiNx; nSiO2];
npair flip 1 = flipud(npair 1);
npair 2 = [nSiNx; nSiO2];
npair flip 2 = flipud(npair 2);
nSi = interp1(nSi(:,1),nSi(:,2), lambda);
[nbDBR, wbDBR] = make DBR(npair flip 1, wpair flip1, 8.5);
[ntDBR, wtDBR] = make DBR(npair flip 2, wpair flip2, 7.5);
width = [wtDBR wSpacer2 wSpacer1 wbDBR];
index = [ntDBR; nSpacer; nSpacer; nbDBR];
index = [index; nSiO2];
Angle = 0;
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